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The Image of Fairfield

Met cast collection exhibited at Fairfield
Caitlin Whelan
News Editor
On November 4th,
thirty-seven plaster casts of
original Greek and Roman
Sculpture will be displayed in
the Walsh Gallery in the Quick
Center. The casts, on long-term
renewable loan from the
Metropolitan Museum of Art,
are copies of original sculpture
and have been in the process of
restoration by Fairfield students
and volunteers since the
University acquired the casts in
1991.
"Casting the Past" will
be on exhibit in the Walsh
Gallery from November 4th
through December 21st.
Dr. Katherine Schwab,
Chair of the Fine Arts
Department, is curator of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art
Cast Collection at Fairfield. She
says that the entire Fine Arts
department is excited about the
collection being displayed.
"We are extremely
fortunate that the Met was
willing to loan them to us. The
display at the Walsh Gallery
will be the only one for a long
time, it is the only chance to see
them all in one room,"Schwab
said.

Dale Skaggs and Connie Hansen at work this summer,
restoring the casts of the Victorius Youth, from Sounion. The
cast, from the original in the Early Classical Greek Period, is
seen resotred at top right.
Photo: K
(Casts on loan from Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.) Schwab
The casts are mainly
group from the Medieval period
from the nineteenth century, and
and from the Rennaissance,"
depict the image of the original
Schwab said.
works in great detail.
Since the restoration of
"The kinds of casts
the casts began in the fall of 1991,
represent famous works of.
according to Dr. Schwab, there
sculpture and architectural
have been a total of 62 participants
sculpture from Ancient Greece
working toward bringing the casts
and Rome. There is a select
to the appearance of the original

(On loan from Metropolitan
Museum of Art. New York.)
stone.
Connie Hansen, from
Emory University and an expert
on the repair, restoration and
history of plaster casts , has
been working on the casts at
Fairfield along with Dale
Skaggs, project coordinator and
Assistant Gallery Director for
the Walsh Gallery, and Pamela
Brekka, Gallery Assistant and
Project Assistant, in preparation
for the exhibit.
"The assemblage of
casts is a powerful way to get a
sense of the history of the arts,"
Hansen said. "To be able to peer
around them in a way you never
could in a museum. It creates a
great opportunity for students as
well. The casts can be put to

Olin Lecture looks at
environmental views of business
Megan Harvist
Staff Writer
Michael T. Tucker,
D.B.A., of the Department of
Finance and Robert Auer, an
energy consultant of Fairfield,
spoke on the economic
perspectives of the environment
in a lecture entitled "How
Businesses can Prosper by
Becoming Greener" on October
25th in the Oak Room. The lecture
was part of the Olin series of
lectures on the environment,
sponsored by the Applied Ethics
Department.
Dr. Lisa Newton, Ph.D.,
in the Department of Philosophy
and the Director of Programs in
Environmental
Studies
introduced the lecture.
According to the
Statement of Purpose, these
lectures are "an attempt to bring
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before the public the diversity of
perspectives on environmental
issues and to give a balanced
presentation on the issues by
recruiting an environmental
scientist, businessman or
government official, and a
leading scholar from philopsphy
or political science to discuss
the environmental problems as
they see them."
Tucker, the
first
speaker, has written many papers
on environmental issues and also
works with Debt for Nature, an
organianzation concerned with
funding
environmental
operations.
He spoke mainly on the
response of businesses to be
more
environmentally
conscious.
"Proactive businesses
improve working conditions,
increase workplace morale, and
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in the long run make more
money," Tucker said.
He gave an example of
two firms that saved $4 million
by being environmentally
conscious and also of General
Motors, who switched from
hardwood to cardboard materials
for their mile-high stacks of
shipping palettes. "That's a lot
of trees and money saved,"
Tucker said.
Tucker then discussed
Total Quality Environmental
Management (TQEM) which
stresses the slogan PPP—
Pollution Prevention Pays.
"To be competitive in
an environmentally conscious
environment, businesses must not
only be concerned with
themselves, but with their

(Continued on page 3)
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Election f94 right
around the corner
Chris Cipriano
Staff Writer
As Election Day 1994
comes around, millions of voters
across the country are faced with
the question of whom they want
to represent themselves in
Washington, on the local level,
and in Connecticut.
Locally, Campaign'94
pits several gubernatorial
candidates off against each other
in what has become, at times, a
heated race.
With the current
governor, Lowell Weiker (ACP)
not running for reelection, the
race opened right up, and four
predominant candidates have
surfaced.
The Republicans have
nominated John Rowland, who
lost to Weiker in 1990, and
William Curry represents the
^Democrats. Lt. Governor Eunice
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original use for education."
"My interest is in
restoring them to the state that
makes them fit for their original
purpose, in a way that merely
evokes the original usage of
the piece," Hansen continued.
"The casts should be well cared
for, but they are primarily here
to educate us. Nothing educates
as well as being able to run our
hand down the lines and details
of a sculpture."
Much of the value of
the casts lies in the fact that
many show details not evident
in the original sculptures today,
as the casts were made before
pollution began to deteriorate
the stone of the originals.
"The casts preserve
the nineteenth century
condition of the originals, and
the twentieth century pollution
and its corrosive effects has
made these casts valuable,"
Schwab said.
The
restoration
process itself is very time
consuming.
It involves
students spending several hours
a day for months, removing
dirt and grime that has
deteriorated and taken away
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Groark will be on the top of the
ballot
representing
A
Connecticut Party, the party that
Weiker formed shortly after his
1990 victory. Rounding out the
list is Tom Scott, a petitioning
Independent candidate.
In the latest polls,
Rowland stands in first place,
followed several percentage
points by Curry. Groark and
Scott hold the third and fourth
spots, respectively.
Issues taking the
forefront include the 3 year-old
state income tax, regional issues,
school desegregation, and
reform of the welfare system.
According to FUSA,
approximately 600 members of
the Fairfield community are
registered to vote. All students
will have the opportunity to turn
in their ballot on Tuesday,
November 8th.
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Lady Stags get
ready for
MAAC
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Campus Beat

Caitlin Whelan
News Editor

* Security responded to a vandalism at Regis Hall on Monday October 24th. A door window on the Quad
side of the building was smashed.
* Reports of a student maliciously pulling a fire alarm in a residence hall on October 26th are being
investigated by Security.
* Another racial slur was found in a residence hall on October 26th. An RA in Regis found the slur, written
in blue magic marker, on a mirror in the bathroom on the south side of the first floor. It is unknown if there
are any connections with the previous racial incidents on campus. Security is investigating along with the
Fairfield Police.
* Security received reports of a stereo system stolen from a Jeep in the Jogues parking lot on October 26th.
The theft is under investigation by Security and the Fairfield Police Department.
* Security responded to a complaint from Residence Life at 12:06 A.M. on October 30th, regarding an
intoxicated student in the townhouse area. The individual first denied being a student, and assaulted two
security officers. The person was identified as a student, taken to the Health Center, and transported to
St. Vincent's Hospital. The Fairfield Police are involved in the case, which is being sent through Judicial.
At 1:49 A.M., Security documented that the same individual threatened that he had allegedly made a
bomb. Nothing was found to support his threat, and the individual was written up.

Campus Crier
Circle K meetings are held every Wednesday at 6:30 P.M. in
Bannow's 3rd floor lounge. Everyone is welcome! Circle K involves
meeting new people, volunteer work, fun trips and social events.
Public Lectures and Events Committee presents: A Community
Conversation: "The Defining of a University in Today's Society,
from 4:45-6:00 P.M. in the Quick Center's Wein Theatre.
Dr. Bonna Wescoat will speak on "Memory, Taste, and
Inquiry: The History of Plaster Casts,"on Friday November 4th.
Following her lecture, at 6:00 P.M./'Casting the Past," an exhibition
displaying 37 plaster casts of Greek and Roman Sculpture, will open
in the Walsh Gallery.
Club Black Box will be this Saturday, November 5th, at 10:00
P.ML in the Wein Theatre of the Quick Center.
JUNIORS: The FUSA Class of 1996 Ring Mass & Dinner will begin at 5:00 P.M. on Sunday
November 6th. Mass will be in the Egan Chapel, and dinner will follow in the Campus Center Oak Room.
New Eucharistic Ministers will be installed Sunday November 6th, at 7:00 P.M. in the Egan Chapel
Come hear WVOF Unplugged, Sunday November 6th at 8:30 P.M. in the Stag-Her Inn.
The Fairfield University Orchestra will perform Tuesday November 8th, at 8:00 P.M. in the Quick
Center.
SENIORS: Join in the fun! Senior Bingo & Pub Night is Wednesday, November 9th, at 8:00 P.M.
in the Stag-Her Inn! Come play Bingo with Father Kelley!

Classifieds

FUNDRAISING Choose from 3 different fundraisers lasting either 3 or 7 days. No Investment.
Earn $$$ for your groups plus personal cash bonuses for yourself. Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.
Spring Break—Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun, and Jamaica from $299. Ai:, Hotel, Transfers,
Parties and More! Organize small group—earn FREE trip plus commissions! Call 1-800-822-0321.
**Spring Break '95** America's #1 Spring Break Company! Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona &
Panama! 110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn highest
commissions! (800) 32-TRAVEL.
Christmas Cash? Used Air Jordans '85-'91 ed. and late 70's to early 80's Nike running shoes,
up to $200. 1-800-873-3538 ext. 3
Babysitter wanted for occasional afternoons while mom works at home. Three children, own
car, references, non-smoker, call Lisa at 454-1241.
Babysitting two aften o >ns a week for 4 month old. 4P.M. to 7 P.M., 20-25 $ a day. Days neg.
Job can be shared with a friend 3 blocks from beach and town. Call Laura Morgan 259-4771.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—Earn up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or LandTour companies. World Travel. Seasonal & Full-Time employment available. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C50841.
Wanted!!! Individuals and Student Organizations to Promote SPRING BREAK '95. Earn
sustantial MONEY and FREE TRIPS. CALL INTER-CMAPUS PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013.
TRA VEL FREE TO CANCUN, NASSA U, JAMAICA, & SOUTH PADRE ISLAND. SPRING
BREAK WITH SUN BOUND VACATIONS. ORGANIZE A SMALLGROUPOF15ASA COLLEGE
REP. CALL I-800-4-SUN-BOUND FOR DETAILS.
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Cheers
..to Melrose Mondays & ER
Thursdays in Gonzaga..to
Wednesday lunches..to being
foul..to the foulest club on
campus..to wearing scrubs to
class..to dancing with 6 yearolds..to good friends who help
you celebrate your birthday..to
friends who help you with your
art
projects.,to
friendly
neighbors..to the Jogues 4S RA—
we love you..to flitz..to stealing
pumpkins from the garbage..to he
shoots, he scores..to boyfriends
who bring blow pops and beer..to
Dads who give you a keg..to
midnight plunging..to the
adorable freshman with the Elmo
bookbag..to coffee filter birthday
hats—thanks!..to peace and
quiet..to having time to
yourself, .to watching Press your
Luck..to Scrabble with Ohio
people..to one good picture out of
24 in a roll....to how much did we
drink?..to Schlebagle leaving
Harvest at 10:30 to go shake
booty..to Schlebagle's dance
moves..to seeing the wonderbra
in action..to unity & poetry class
08080..to finally having a clean
room and groceries..to getting
chased by bike-cops for tipping
over soccer goals..to Brady—
quattro..to T not being sick
anymore, .to skipping class, .to the
lovely people who work at the
deli..to two graham crackers in
one weekend!!..to my random
kindness girl buying me a rose..to
being obsessed with a guy who
doesn 't know..to dressing up (like
a Mexican) to go to the costume
party at the Rhemela..to playing
tennis for beer, .to getting a second
chance..to the ladies of Regis L.to
autumn colors..to waking up with
all of the ladies of Regis 1. .to the
mall..to friends who throw
awesome Halloween parties..to
fudge brownies..to walking in
public dressed like M&Ms and
being proud of it!..to the Dallas
Cowboy cheerleaders..to veggies
& shared hookups..to Mom's
three rules & breaking them..to
feasting in the Netherlands..to
getting accepted to go abroad next
semester..to the revival of Copa
on the bus ride home..to a
roommate who laughs at
everything you say..

Boos
..to people with chimpanzee
legs..to 2 fire drills in 1 night..to
too much work and too little
time..to worms and the men who
love them..to ignorant people..to
"friends" who forget your
birthday..to guys who don't have
enough time to care about you..to
people who never smile, .to having
a cluttered living room..to Taz..to
turtles dying..to house for not
catching
Morty..to
applications..to messy rooms..to
hate..to being in a high anxiety
state..to upcoming registration..to
LN's calc test..to getting left out
in the cold..to people who
continually don't give up a
fight..to witches who melt from
water..to the people who stole my
scarecrow sign from my Random
Acts of Kindness person..to
people that invite themselves to
visit you—especially an ex..to
having to give back the car..to not
getting film back from Harvest
yet..to my roommate that must go
home
every
weekend—
Whatever, whose anniversary is
it?..to "no need"..to Ohio people
that make you drive them to
airports in tons of traffic..to trying
to drive without taking the Club
off..to having to stay in and work
on a beautiful day..to the last
Halloween in college..to losing
Beirut again..to always losing
things..to being unmotivated..to
stress..to being unsure..to still
having to work two more nights
at. a job you already quit..to
wanting it all to be over and being
afraid it will end too soon, .to going
to the library on Friday and
Saturday nights..to not being able
to find someone to date at F.U...to
getting pulled over twice in three
days..to putting the goalie to bed
after a rough night..to the
Domino's man who sold our
pizza., to people who ignore you,
then drink your beer..to guys who
think you're flirting with them..to
whining your way into I.M.
playoffs..to power ranger
costumes that don't fit..to
intimidating professors..to
molesting a pumpkin..to
searching for 16 pairs of cowgirl
boots (Go Caldor!)..to losing my
ID—only one more month..to
moldy pumpkins again..

f

Don t Forget!
Send in all your Cheers &
Boos to the Mirror office
by Sunday night!
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PepsiCo Theatre dedicated

Plaster cast
exhibit
(Continued from page 1)

The newly renovated Playhouse was dedicated and renamed the Pespsico Theatre in
Ocotber, in honor of PepsiCo's assistance to the University. Present for the dedication
ceremony were, from left to right, Donald M. Kendall, chairman of the PepsiCo
Foundation; Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J., University President; Congressman Christopher Shays; and John G. Swanhaus Jr., Class of '67, Senior Vice President of Sales and
Marketing for Pepsi-Cola Int.

Photo: PR

Olin Lecture:business c
Send Quotes of
and environment
the Week to
(Continued from page 1)
suppliers as well," he added.
According to Tucker,
Americans must do much more
than simply recycle—which
only reduces waste by two
percent—to help preserve the
environment.
He feels that people
must be willing to be frugal and
give up some things. "Is society
willing to or capable of making
those changes?" Tucker asked.
He closed with a slogan
of many proactive companies:
"Our mission is simple—this
planet allows us to bring you
this product, and we, in turn,
must respect the planet."
Auer, one of the 21
Green lights surveyors for the
state of Connecticut, spoke
mostly about energy efficient
lighting.
Green Lights is an
offshoot of the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) that
benefits businesses through
better lighting such as
florescents, dimmers, and
photosensitive controls.
"By switching to
energy efficient lighting an
organization prevents the
burning of fossil fuels that cause
pollution,"
Auer
said.
"Upgrades such as these usually
pay for themselves within three

years. The benefits can't always
be quantified in terms of
money."
Auer then emphasized
that since the public knows how
businesses work to reduce
energy waste, they should begin
some cost-reducing of their own.
"The
smog
in
Stratford—which has been the
worst over the past two years—
should be cause enough for
change in the way people use
electricity," Auer said.
"This lecture comes at
a very pivotal time for the
program because just this
afternoon, the Department of
Arts and Sciences approved a
minor in Environmental
Studies," Dr. Newton said.
The program in
Environmental Studies is funded
in part by grants from The Olin
Corporation Charitable Trust,
the Connecticut Humanities
Council, and Champion
International Corporation.
The third and final
lecture in the Olin series will be
held on Tuesday, November 15,
in the Oak Room of the Barone
Campus Center.
Dr. William M.Abbott
of the history department and
Dr. Newton will be speaking.

The Mirror,
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universities which have a
collection of plaster casts from
the Metropolitan, currently
having borrowed the largest
collection in the United States.
Fairfield and Emory
are two among many institutions
borrowing plaster casts from the
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Others include Princeton
University, Ithaca College,
Southern Methodist University,
The University of Munich, and
Skulpterhalle in Basel.
In Connecticut, the
only other institution borrowing
from the Metropolitan Museum
is the Slater Museum at the
Norwich Free Academy. Yale
University has a display of
plaster casts from its own
collection.
The casts will be
displayed in various stages of
restoration, to show the work
that has been done to bring them
toward the image of the original.
"These casts have been
here for four years, and this is
the first time the public will see
them," Mailloux said. "It is
very exciting."
"Everybody has a
sense of what a special
opportunity it is to be so closely
involved," Hansen said: "The
impact of all of these things in
one room is amazing."

Registration is Coming...

%

Undergraduate registration for Spring, 1995 is
almost here! Due to a new software system,
majors and minors will not have to register on a
separate week.

Important Dates:

Course booklets available:
November 10
Advising Week: November 14-18

On-Line Registration:
Seniors: Mon., November 21
Juniors: Mon., November 28
Sophomores: Tues., November 29
Freshmen: Wed., November 30

^
366-3133
585 Villa Ave.

sun tan studio

from the true image of the casts.
According to Jennifer
Mailloux '95, who has been
working on restoring the casts for
three semesters, the cleaning of
the casts depends on the individual
cast itself, and the damage that
has been done to it. Materials
ranging from spackle to a Gesso
Wash, to tone down discoloration
or peeling paint, are used to bring
the casts closer to the image of the
original.
"It's really nice to be able
to work with something so close
to the real thing," Mailloux said.
"It's a rare opportunity to be able
to work with the casts. It is
inspiring and makes you want to
get involved. It also makes you
want to learn more, to travel and
see the real thing, and compare it
to the cast."
The exhibit will be
preceded by an opening reception
on November 4th. The keynote
lecture, entitled "Memory, Taste,
and Inquiry: The History of Plaster
Casts," will be at 5:00 P.M. in the
Wein Experimental Theater, and
will be given by Professor Bonna
Wescoat.
Wescoat is Associate
Professor of Art History at Emory
University, and is Curator of
Classical Art at the Michael C.
Carlos Museum at Emory.
Emory is among the

Ffld., 06430

All On-Line Registration will be
from 11:30 A.M. to 7:30 P.M. in
Cns 200

#

• The Finance Committeers open forum regarding the preparation of
: the 1995-96 Univeristy budget will be in the Barone Campus Center
• on Thursday, Nov. 17 from 4-6 P.M. and on Friday, Nov. 18, from 1-3
•
P.M. The University Community is invited to attend.

HAIR WORKS UNISEX HAIR SALON
576-1405

Live on the Edge
Write for News

(ACROSS FROM THE CAR WASH 2nd FLOOR) Tyla & Bill Stephens

KEEP THAT SUMMER TAN
?385 OCEAN AVENUE SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA 94127

•
I
•
•

Campus Life
Studying abroad opens
a whole new world
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Nicole Kivard
Staff Writer
The difference between spending
a semester at Fairfield and a semester abroad
is the difference between security and the
unknown, comfort and adventure. It's the
comfort of the classroom, the Point, or the
Grape, versus the adventure of sightseeing
in Ireland, residing in Florence and partaking
in actual hands-on experience.
One senior who studied in Ireland
chose adventure. "If anything is holding you
back, don't worry, everything will be the
same when you get back. Instead of
•wondering what beach house I should go to,
I was wondering what part of Ireland I was
going to see next," she said.
Both students who went abroad
and faculty coordinators held an informal
meeting last week to provide information
about the study abroad program. Fairfield
has formal agreements with universities and
colleges in Rome, Japan, England and the
Netherlands. The International Student
Exchange Program, which Fairfield belongs
to, offers acceptance in over fifty nations.
The flow and exchange of students
that results form the program benefits both
the students and the receiving nations. "The
best benefit of the semester in the Fairfield
program in Florence is that the streets of the
Renaissance city become our classroom, in
every cobblestone is the writing of Dante
and Machiavelli, on every building and
monument the hand of Giotto and
Michelangelo," said Dr. Philip Eliasoph,
professor of art history and program
coordinator.
Fairfield runs its own program in

Florence, Italy at the Lorenzo de Medici
Institute. The highlights of this program
include studying Italian art, language, and
culture; taking tours to Venice and Rome;
and visiting museums. The courses are
taught in English and one Italian class is
required which contributes to the basic
survival skills.
You don't have to be an art
history major to take advantage of the
curriculum which also offers literature,
history,
politics,
economics,
communications and more.
Some of the other programs
involve classes that aren' t taught in English,
such as the Marquette program in Spain.
"My classes were taught in

Spanish but you learn a lot of the language
fast because you have to," said senior Eileen
Harmon, who studied at Marquette.
Besides learning another
language, going abroad gives you one on
one interaction with students of the country
you're in and other students from all over
the world. What you get is a universal
representation by one international body of
students. You're not reading about them in
a text, you're living with them. It gives
students the opportunity to realize that our
mindset at Fairfield is not the only one.
The opportunity to go abroad is
here. Visit the office of the Dean of Arts and
Sciences. Don't be afraid of adventure.

4

FUSA Senate ^
tackling many
projects

Mark Hogan
Contributing Writer
This is an update for the students
of what the FUSA Senate is currently
doing through its sub-committees. Any
suggestions or potential issues can be
addressed to the Senate at Box Pordropped
off in the Senate office.
University Life:
1. The current shuttle bus situation is
being examined, emphasis placed on a
possible beach shuttle, as well as
evaluation of the effectiveness of the
current company.
•2. The card scanner system on campus is
being reviewed, including the possibility
of an additional scanner in Kostka.
3. The creation of a path running from
Canisius to Regis is being discussed.
University Development:
1. An evaluation of the bookstore as well
as the current system for faculty orders of
books per semester is underway.
2. A review of the current Admissions
package is being conducted, as well as the
possibility of the addition of a required
essay and/or achievement tests for
admission.
3. The creation of a series of Multi-cultural/
Diversity lectures for senators during this
term is being organized.
Judiciary Committee:
Judiciary has been working on various
FUSA appropriations, most recently
including the passing of five new senators:
Don Demers '95, Mark Reed '96, Danielle
Spinney '96, Jody Kertyzak '97 and Mary
.Elizabeth Knecki '97.
>

(Fairfield Faces:) Sister Anne Flood
Kristen Finello
Contributing Writer

X

In a high-backed wooden rocking
chair sits a small brown teddy bear wearing
a tartan plaid bow around his neck. The bear,
says Sister Anne Flood, could tell you
everything you need to know. The collage of
framed photographs scattered throughout
her office could begin to give further insight
into her life. The blown-up picture of a blueeyed toddler with his cheek pressed up
against hers, the graduation portrait of a
recent Fairfield University graduate, and a
mirage of other photographs chronicling
Sister Anne's experiences with people of all
ages and backgrounds gives her office a
sense of energy, yet an overwhelming feeling
of security and tranquility.
Sister Anne Flood, the Assistant
University Chaplain at Fairfield, has been
an invaluable resource for members of the
University community since her arrival three
years ago. With recent reorganizations within
the structure of Campus Ministry, Sr. Anne's
job duties have changed somewhat, but her
dedication to the community and the ways in
which she administers her faith remain
consistent.
As a Sister of Charity of New York
City, Sr. Anne's first assignment was to
teach English in a grade school and later in
a high school. Obviously fond of teaching,
Sr. Anne says that she "always was a teacher
and always will be a teacher." Although Sr.
Anne eventually left the familiarity of the
traditional classroom, she continued to teach
in various other settings. She moved on to a
position at the New York Foundling Hospital.
While at the hospital, she established the
Department of Spiritual Development.
Under her auspices, the department sought

Sister Anne Flood
to provide older children from broken homes
with spiritual and moral nurturing. Sr. Anne
devoted twelve years to the department,
working with volunteers to strengthen the
programs she pioneered. During this time,
Sr. Anne al so pursued a doctorate in theology,
which she recciV : lin 1981. Despite the type
of work that ^r. Anne did at the Foundling
Hospital, she ^..aiders herself to be a
theologian, not a social worker.
Although Sr. Anne thrived on her
work at the Foundling Hospital, after twelve
years at the Department of Spiritual
Development, she considered continuing her
mission elsewhere. By the time she left in
1990, she said the department had, "a strength
of its own, that it could be carried on by
others." Sr. Anne's strong faith played a
large role in her decision to leave the Hospital

photo provided
in 1990.
Leaving the Foundling Hospital
where she had given so many years was
difficult, but Sr. Anne was enthusiastic about
coming to Fairfield to see "the flip side of
what [I] had been doing." She was also
happy to forge a relationship between her
past and present by encouraging psychology
and pre-med majors at Fairfield to intern at
the Foundling Hospital. She boasts of the
"stellar" reputation that Fairfield students
who interned there, some of whom even
continued their work there after graduation.
Sister Anne describes this connection
between the Foundling Hospital and the
University as "a core joy" in her life. She
also gratefully acknowledges that "God
always puts someone in my path who wants
to do an internship at the Hospital."

As a member of Campus Ministry,
Sr. Anne has served the Fairfield community
in several different capacities. Early in her
tenure at the University, Sr. Anne was named
the first chaplain advisor for CHOICE, a
program that guides students who are
contemplating post-graduate service work.
In addition, she is the former leader of the
student lector program. Her main duty as
leader of the lectors was to carefully select
and train students to read at Mass. "Good
Grief," a bereavement support group, is
another one of Sr. Anne's programs. She
describes the group's meetings as "an
evening of conversation for those for have
suffered the loss of a loved one and for those
who want to understand bereavement." In
addition to offering her own support, Sr.
Anne frequently seeks out professionals
who can help students deal with grief and
understand the bereavement process
According to Sister Anne, one of her greatest
desires is for students who aren't in
bereavement to understand the mourning
process and reach out to others who have
suffered a loss.
With a smile, Sr. Anne describes
her newest challenge, her new position as
Director of University Retreats and
Education. Sr. Anne is now responsible for
the numerous retreats planned by Campus
Ministry including the Freshman Retreat,
the Senior Retreat, and the Pass-It-On
Retreat. When discussing her plans for the
retreats she expresses a desire to lead both
students and adults in "furthering the Jesuit
mission of faith and justice" which she
considers the heart of campus ministry.
One of the things that members of
the Fairfield community admire most about
Sister Anne is her commitment to her

(continued on next page)
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Sega tournament to aid multicultural awareness Top 10 surprises
found in
Father Kelley's
unauthorized
biography
Paul Geary
Staff Writer

While the NHL hockey season
still remains postponed due to the lockout,
the real hockey action this fall is taking
place on Campion 3. The Sega NHL Hockey
Tournament has residents playing hockey
for fun and for a serious cause.
Organized by resident advisor
Steve Donahue, the tournament began in the
first week of October and is currently in the
semifinal round. The thirty players each
contributed three dollars to play, and were
seeded randomly. Separated into the Atlantic,
Pacific, Northeast, and Central divisions,
the highest seed in each division played the
lowest seed, and so on. A large chart posted
in the hallway told each player who his
opponent was, and then they played a best of
three series, with the winner advancing to
the next round and leaving the loser with
sore thumbs. The winner of the finals receives
the a copy of the highly coveted NHL '95.
Favorite teams included the Chicago
Blackhawks and the Detroit Redwings.
The tournament was started to
promote a sense of community among the
residents and to help them get to know one
another better.
"My main goal was to develop a
sense of community, (to) get the guys to
interact," said RA Steve Donahue. Along
with Campion 3 residents, the tourney also
included someone from the first floor and a
townhouse RA. Players got to know not
only the freshman they lived next to, but
people from another wing and from other
classes. Donahue noted that."a bunch of
people have come up to me to say that they
have met sophomores and juniors" that thev

Mark Fusco
Staff Writer
10. He was turned down for
the part of Captain Jean-Luc Picard
9. Alumni know him as "The
Guy Who Will Eat Anything To Get A
Contribution."
might not have met before.
However, the puck playing will not
only benefit Campion, but it will help the
whole Fairfield community. Eachmonth,RA s
receive a topic to focus on for that month.
Donahue's topic this month was diversity.Unfortunately, this month also saw a number
of events and acts that challenged Fairfield's
sense of diversity.
In response to those events,
Donahue and Campion 3 are helping by
donating the extra money collected to Larri
Mazon, the Director of the Department of
Multicultural Affairs. Of the three dollars
contributed by each participant, one dollar
went toward this effort. This money will serve
in some capacity to help heal the wounds
caused by these ugly incidents. "I hope it goes
to help awareness of what's going on," said
Donahue.
Overall, the tournament was a
success. Sega mania, which was high to begin
with, is now even more popular on Campion 3.
The residents helped their fellow students while

Fairfield Faces (continued)
students. Sr. Anne's opinion that "Fairfield
students are warm, friendly, and so
appreciative of friendship," is evident in the
work that she does.
Similar sentiments are expressed
about Sr. Anne by students who know her.
Christine Donzella, a junior at Fairfield, has
seen first hand the dedication and compassion
that St. Anne offers. When Christine lost her
father to cancer eleven months ago, Sr.
Anne not only offered her support on campus
but traveled to New Jersey to attend the
wake and funeral services and to comfort
Christine's mother by letting her know that
Christine would be cared for when she
returned to school. When speaking of Sr,
Anne, Christine describes her as "very
dedicated to students" and as someone who
"not only does her job but goes beyond that
and actually feels people's experiences."
When discussing her future at
Fairfield, Sr. Anne say that she plans to
continue helping students with issues facing
them. She cites having the courage to believe
in themselves as the biggest challenge facing
college students today. She recognizes that
poor self-esteem affects many students but
feels that questions and doubts are "the
seeds of growth and the steps on the way to

achieving a mature faith." She claims that
recognizing leadership early and nurturing
it can give students a sense of self-worth.
Although Sr. Anne has a room in
Gonzaga Hall, she primarily resides in an
apartment in Manhattan. About living on a
floor with seventy female undergraduates
Sr. Anne says, "I realize that the residence
is sacred to students; therefore, I refuse to
be an adult presence." During the summer
months Sr. Anne leaves Fairfield and heads
west to Colorado where she is a member of
a Jesuit retreat house that sponsors eight
and thirty day retreats for adults. Reflecting
on her life, Sr. Anne describes it as one "full
of love and friendship with many special
people."
The thing that Sr. Anne would like
to change about Fairfield is the way that
Campus Ministry is viewed by some
students. She wants students to see Campus
Ministry as a place that is there for support
where any issues can be tackled, not just
religious questions or concerns. Sr. Anne
envisions Campus ministry as a place with
"rubber walls" that embrace everyone. With
her continued dedication this is likely to
become reality.

having fun at the same time. Said
freshman Dave Kovach, who advanced
to the third round playing with Chicago,
"It was fun. It kind of got everybody to
know each other quickly." Freshman Pat
McAteer, who was ousted in the first
round, said "I got gypped -1 should have
won." He went on to say, "I have no
problem paying money if it is going to
help people."
The tournament was "more
beneficial than I though it would be,"
remarked Donahue. The NHL 95 game,
"gave them an incentive, but they also
learned to be more aware."
With the success of the hockey
tournament, the residents of the third
floor of Campion are looking forward to
the next Sega contest. Possible matches
against other residence halls and even
across campus have been mentioned. It
seems that students' love of Sega and
-commitment to the community are two
concepts destined for a long matchup.

8. His brother-in-law's last
name is Seiler.
7. He raised tuition to impress
Jodie Foster.
6. He likes the other Jesuits
to call him "El Presidente."
5. Paul Simon calls him "Al."
4. During the 70s, he was
referred to as "Father Disco."
3. Some days, he just wants
to arm wrestle Fr. Carrier in the middle
of campus.
2. The Jesuit Ideal is tattooed
somewhere on his body.
'

1. He really hates Pepsi.
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Around Campus
by Laura White

If you could change one thing at Fairfield University\
what would you change?

Pete Pitucco '95
"I'd want a video/conveience store
on campus."

Kristin Graham '95
"The skunk problem, especially at
the beach."

Rob Haggerty '95

Kerry Shea'95

"I would let RAs carry guns."

"The guy to girl ratio."
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Catharine Freeman '95
"I would change the apthetic
attitude."

Jake Battiston '95
"I would change the food at
Sodexho, but I would never change
Bunny's treats."
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Mark Lardner '96
"I'd like some snow days during
the fall semester."

Bill Hulseman '98
" Nothing. It's perfect as it is.

Worried about finding a job after graduation?
Drive a Wienermobile!
(PR) -Remember that song, "Oh I
wish I were an Oscar Mayer Wiener"? Now,
Oscar Mayer is actually looking for people
who really want to be wieners.
Each year, 12 recent college
graduates get paid to travel all over North
America. They attend the Super Bowl, Mardi
Gras and the World Series acting as goodwill
ambassadors for Oscar Mayer Foods.
Oh, and they travel in a 23-footlong hot dog on wheels.
The Hotdoggers, pilots of the
Wienermobiles, spend a full year traveling
across the country making promotional
appearances. They are responsible for
coordinating much of their fun and hectic
schedule. Their visits include everything
from fairs and parades to grocery store grand
openings.
The year begins with training at
Hot Dog High where they learn all about
Oscar Mayer's history and products,
planning special events and learning how to
maneuver their buns in traffic. If they cutthe
mustard and graduate from Hot Dog High
they are given their wiener keys and hit the
hot dog highway.
A major portion of the job is
participating in television, newspaper and
radio interviews. The Hotdoggers basically
become celebrities for the year. Jason Clark,
former East Coast Hotdogger, said, "Driving
a Wienermobile was the most chaotic and
fun year of my life. I loved it!"
What really sets this internship
apart from the others is the amount of creative
freedom the Hotdoggers possess. "We give
the youngest people in the company the
most responsibility and the least

supervision," says Russ Whitacre, Program
Manager. So much freedom, in fact, that
Hotdoggers have hauled their buns on to the
Late Show with David Letterman, a Rodney
Dangerfield movie and have appeared on
hundreds of local and national media outlets.
Bryan Zvibleman, former
Hotdogger, says, "Anytime you can walk
into an agency at age 23 and show them clips
you placed in the LA Times, Denver Post,
and Chicago Tribune, they know you have
done a whole log more than pour coffee on
your internship."
The Wall Street Journal featured
a front page article on the job stating that, "If
you cut the mustard you will relish this job."

Even Jay Leno mentioned the job in his
monologue, "The Oscar Mayer Company is
looking for 12 recent college graduates to
drive their Wienermobiles. Who says there
are not good jobs for Liberal Arts majors?"
After gaining all of his valuable
public relations, marketing and sales
experience, Hotdoggers have gone on to
some very successful careers. Hotdogger
Alumni include: television anchors and
producers, account executives at public
relations firms and sales representatives for
Oscar Mayer and pa.ent compa"' K>aft.
In 1995 Oscar Mayer launches the
next generation in Wienermobile' The latest
in Wienertechnology will feature televisions,

VCR's and a condiment control panel. These
will truly be meaner, leaner keener wieners.
Former Hotdogger Kevin Burkum
sums it up best, "Forget the hands-on work
experience and the entrepreneurial, freethinking spirit which the Wienermobile
program instills in you. The real benefit is
life experience—I learned a lot about myself
and what I was capable of when tested under
a variety of circumstances."
If you are interested in hitting the
Hot Dog Highway in those brand-new
Wienermobiles contact Oscar Mayer,
Wienermobile Department, P.O. Box 7188
Madison. WI 53707.

Editorial/Commentary
Brilliance abounds at Fairfield
Letters to the Editor
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Last Wednesday, Fairfield University
was "treated" to another insightful statement from
the select group of the intellectual Fairfield elite.
The word "Nigger" was written in blue magic marker
on a mirror of the first floor men's bathroom in
Regis Hall (ironically enough, the Service Floor).
Hearty congratulations to the genius who wrote
such a thought provoking and original word such
as that. Just one question - who was this comment
supposed to be specifically directed to? The person
looking in the mirror? If in the future you decide to
share your brilliance with the community, be more
clear as to whom you are referring your comments.
Sarcasm aside, there's not much
else that can be said about the people who choose
to maliciously hurt the minority members at Fairfield
with their diatribes that hasn't already been said.
The unity rally after the Gonzaga incident gave us
the chance to be heard. Butthe pledges we signed
and buttons we wore proclaiming our unity seem to
have been forgotten already. How many buttons
have you seen on students lately? The apathy of
the students just gives more ammunition to the
sick individuals who choose to write these things.
To those people with nothing better
to do than write such comments, here are a few
suggestions: 1. Write all your hatred filled comments
on a piece of paper. 2. Set it on fire.-3. Toss the
ashes in the garbage. 4. Get a life. Better yet, get
off this campus. You're not wanted or needed
around here.
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The Administration needs to keep the s tudents informed
President Kelley, Chris
Pilkerton, and AHANA:
Throughout my life I have
never seen something as
disgraceful and disgusting as what
occurred on this campus last week.
The racial slurs and the lack of
information given to the student
body makes me sick.
I am not fully aware of
the actions taken to right these
wrongs and I would like to be
informed. I fell as though from the
beginning of this episode the
administration has tried to "sweep
it under th < ug" trying to salvage
the schools reputation and how
Fairfield University looks on paper.
From the racial incidents to assaults
and rapes on campus I feel as if we
are being "protected" from any bad

things which may hurt us or our
school's reputation. Why was Chris
Pilkerton the only person to inform
the student body of what was
written on the bathroom wall in
Gonzaga? Isn't it more the
administration's job to inform the
students?
It seems as though
everything is kept "hush-hush" on
campus. We are not little kids, we
are young adults who pay good
money to come here and get a good
education. Part of that education is
learning about life and if life in the
real world was like life at Fairfield
University- that which is printed
on paper - why are there so many
problems?
We have a right to know
what is going on in our community
and we deserve adequate warnings

of being in danger. The job of the
administration is to help us grow
into well rounded people mentally
and physically and socially and the
administration is not doing its job
by hiding information from us.
I am very proud of the
student body who has come
together and voiced their opinions
at the rally and 'i classrooms all
over campu' However it must
continue. Don t forget about what
happened and how angry it made
you. Speaking out against racists
and bigots must continue outside
of rallies or English class-Practice
what you preach.
Peace
Nick Lopes
Class of '96

Fr. Harak discusses the Middle East
To the Editor:
Dr. Eliasoph was very
gracious toward me in his letter to
The Mirror (10/13). I assure him
that the respect is mutual. In fact, I
hope this letter will help him in his
project to educate our academic
community about the Middle East.
Dr. Eliasoph began by
asking what would happen if we
had attempted a Peace Walk in
various Arab capitols. In fact, many
members of our group did make a
Peace Walk in the cities of Iraq
(including Baghdad) in 1991. Their
gracious
reception
there
(immediately after U. S. bombing
had killed tens of thousands of
Iraqis) encouraged them to attempt
a similar Peace Walk in IsraelPalestine (as many scholars
working for reconciliation now
refer to that land).
I thank Dr. Eliasoph for
inviting a fuller explanation of our
actions there. I have a 50-page diary
which I will spare us now. But let
me give a few points. First, he is
right to call for clarification: I was
referring to the territories occupied
since the 1967 Ear (though not, as
he suggests, just the West Bank) as
Palestine. The UN, the Camp David
Accords, and the present Peace
Accords understand Palestine in
that way. Briefly, several hundred
of us from 30 different nations had
been invited to join peace groups
in Israel and the Occupied West
Bank and the Gaza Strip. We
walked with peace groups in Israe
When the peace groups attempteo
to join the peace groups in the
Occupied West Bank we were
prevented from entering by various
branches of the Israeli armed forces.
We were not told why. We were
simply told that our permission to
go (earlier given by the Israeli
government) had been revoked, and
that if we did not disperse, the
soldiers would "evacuate" us. We
had to decide then. The people
whose land it was had invited us to
go: the people whose land it wasn't
told us we couldn't. Those of us
who accepted the Palestinian
invitation and continued the Walk
were arrested. Most of us were

charged with "blocking the road"
(we had knelt down in front of the
soldiers), not "violating Israeli
security," as Dr. Eliasoph suggests.
There were eight of us who
managed to get about 500 yards
into the West Bank before we were
taken by the IDF. We were never
told what the charges against us
were. Perhaps it was "violating
Israeli security." (And some day
Dr. Eliasoph and I are going to
have to have a long talk on the kind
of practices justified by that
nebulous term, "Israeli security.")
Then Dr. Eliasoph
maintains that there was no
Palestine. But Dr. Eliasoph has first
to defend the practice of applying
European or Western of
"nationhood" to non-Western
cultures. We have seen the impact
of this practice upon the indigenous
populations of the Americas, of
Africa and of other people around
the globe. There is a problem more
serious than just one of definition
here. If we define "Palestine" out
of existence, what shall we do with
the people who have been living
there for over 1,000 years, and
calling themselves Palestinians? If
Dr. Eliasoph is going to deny them
the status of "nation," we need for
him to clear for us how, or even
whether, he is going to respect
their rights and their claims as
human beings.
Next Dr. Eliasoph points
to the 1947 UN Partition of
Palestine as creating the State of
Israel. Then he tells us that the
Jews accepted it, and the Arabs
rejected it. First, does he mean ajl
the Jewish people? In fairness, he
should have told us that there were
some, including Menachem Begin
and the Irgun, who rejected it and
worked against it. Further, by
pronouncing the settlement
"amicable," he implies that the
Arab countries' rejected the
partition because they were not
amicable, subtly bartering on our
current Western anti-Arab
prejudice to make his argument. In
an academic setting, Dr. Eliasoph
owes us a fair representation of the
Arab countries' reasons for
rejecting the UN partition. There

were other, non-Arab nations who
also voted against the plan, and
others who abstained (the count
was 33 to 13, with 10 abstentions).
Could Dr. Eliasoph please explain
the dynamics behind this most
important vote more carefully for
us?
Even more importantly
for his case, Dr. Eliasoph should
explain why, less than six months
after the General Assembly vote,
the UN itself suspended the
partition plan, and ordered a halt to
its implementation. He should tell
what happened to subsequent UN
efforts, let by UN Emissary Count
Folke Bernadotte, to rectify the
situation. I myself have always held
thai Israel has a right to exist in the
land, but I would never base my
claim on a UN recommendation (
and a suspended one at that). If I
did, I would then feel obligated by
logical consistency to explain why
Israel has chosen to ignore 66
subsequent UN Security Council
resolutions on the Middle East.
Case by case. If Dr. Eliasoph's
strategy for legitimation of Israel
rests on its compliance with UN
actions, he has surely set himself a
formidable task. For my part, I
have always held the modern State
of Israel exists because of a
historical, but even more
importantly, a moral claim to
nationhood. It was in consistency
with that position that I walked for
peace and, as Dr. Eliasoph so
wonderfully put it, "experienced
the 'discomforts' of an Israeli
prison."
Let me close by
reminding our Fairfield community
how enriched we are by having Dr.
Eliasoph's astonishing talents and
energy at our service. Dr. Eliasoph
and I have spoken, and are entirely
united in our wish to see any
discussion of the Middle East free
from prejudice of any kind. I hope
these i equesl s lor more information
help him in his goal to educate our
community about the Middle East,
precisely so that all of us can
consider the difficulties there in
light of truth and with a «hare
passion for peace Sincerely yours
(Rev.) G. Simon Harak. S.J.

Commentary
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Save a tree: Boycott the
Bambi cup
Vanessa Lops
Commentary Editor
The other day, I was leaving the
cafeteria, and as I put my tray down, I
noticed a lot of paper coffee cups and
paper yogurt cups on the other discarded
trays.
Recently, the cafeteria has been
producing more and more paper products
for us to use, instead of glass mugs or
bowls. We've got paper yogurt cups with
plastic spoons, paper french fry holders,
and paper cereal bowls for when the
"washing machine breaks". The newest
edition to the cafeteria paper product
collection is a coffee cup with a little deer
picture.on it.
This might make life a lot more
convenient for everyone, but we need to
consider the environmental implications
of this waste. These unnecessary products
are made from trees that are cut down
just so we can look at bambi while
drinking our morning coffee.
. '
Some concerned students asked
To the Editor:
In light of the events that have taken place
on the campus of Fairfield University
regarding graffiti which show hate, abuse
and intolerance, I would like to share with
the Fairfield community the enclosed
excerpt from Dom Elder Camera's "The
Dessert is Fertile."
Thank you for your attention,
G. Garcia-Devesa, Ph.D.
Dept. of Modern Languages and
Literatures
Setting out on the road...
Setting out is first of all getting out of
ourself. Breaking through the shell of
selfishness hardening us within our own
ego.
To stop revolving round ourself
as if we were the centre of everything.
Refusing to be ringed in by the
problems of our own small world.
However important these may be,
mankind is more important and our task
is to serve mankind.
Setting out is not covering miles
of land or sea, or travelling faster than the
speed of sound. It is first and foremost
opening ourselves to other people, trying
to get to know them, going out to meet
them.
Opening ourselves to ideas,
including those with which we disagree,

the management to place plastic bowls
and silver spoons by the yogurt machine
for the people eating yogurt in the
cafeteria. They were told "no" because the
students would supposedly leave with
them, stealing the plastic bowls. And
what a financial loss that would be!
Another girl asked the french fry
man to put her fries on a plate instead of
in the wanna-be McDonald., container.
He said no because the be: h'Mds less thar
a plate would, and he wouldn't want to
give her too many fries. I guess that is
understandable. I mean, if they gave out
all of Monday's french fries, there would
be no day-old fries for us to enjoy on
Tuesday.
It's obvious that the cafeteria is
not going to watch out for the
environment, so we as students have to do
it. If you care at all, don't use the paper
products, especially if you are just going
to eat your food in the cafeteria. I know it
can be inconvenient, but we can each
make a difference in the end.
this is what the good travc ler should do.
Happy are they who understand the words
'If you disagree with ino you have
something to give me'.
If those who are with you always
agree with you before you open your
mouth, they are not companions but
shadows. When disagreement is not a
form of systematic blocking, when it rises
from a different vision, it can only enrich
us.
It is possible to travel alone. But
the good traveller knows that the journey
is human life and life needs company.
'Companion' means, etymologically, he
who eats the same bread. Happy are they
who feel they are always on the road and
that every man they meet is their chosen
companion. The good traveler takes care
of his weary companions. He guesses
when they lose heart. He takes them as he
finds them, listens to them. Intelligently,
gently, above all lovingly, he encourages
them to go on and recover their joy in the
journey.
To travel for the sake of
travi p« is not the true journey. We must
seek a goal, envisage an end to the
journey, an arrival.
But there are journeys and
journeys. For the Abrahamic minorities,
setting out means to get moving and help
many others get moving to make the
world juster and more human.
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Be a part of the solution
Alice Dee
Contributing Writter
Do you care? Are you genuinely
concerned with our environment? Think
of the first time you saw Fairfield and
how beautiful the presence of trees and
acres of land made our campus. Wouldn't
it be nice to live in a wonderland like
Fairfield all the time?
Too bad reality is just beyond
Fairfield's doors. As much as we boast of
our concern for the environment, what
are YOU doing for the reality outside of
Fairfield? Ask yourself this as You spray
YOURhairspray, YOU drive to and from
the townhouses, YOU reach for paper
and plastic at Sodexho, YOU listen to the
running water as YOU selfishly wait for
it to warm up, and as YOU wastefully
dispose of untouched food.Those of you
who blatantly do not care and/or mock
those genuinely concerned, be aware that
your ignorancejiarms yourself as well as
others. Environmental protection is
motivated by the respect you lack for
\vour own life.

There are also those of you who
can recite the proper actions which should
be done in protecting our earth, but how
many of you understand and actually act
upon what you know? Many of you may
even complain of ourUniversity' s wastes,
but much of that is student supported. If
you are truly concerned, speak up and
act.
The waste from our campus,
and our society, has been created by a
community of individuals who have not
cared. We are that community. Let each
of us think about what we no know.learn
from our mistakes, and act with that
knowledge to create a community of
individuals ready to make a positive
difference. This article is by no means an
opinion, but a sickening observation.
Bring the environmental awe
which beckoned you to this campus with
you into reality. The environment we
fear entering after Fairfield is a product
of our past and present actions, Face
your fears Fairfield by starting with
YOURSELF.
faces as they got to meet the "big college
students" and add some more candy to
their stash.
The party in the Arrupe Center
was equally successful- the children
laughed, danced, and played games as
they munched on the delicious Sodexho
cookies.
Thanks again to Unite and
Sodexho for your invaluable
contributions.
Without you, it never would have
gotten off the ground.

To the Editor:
This is a heartfelt expression of gratitude
to both Unite and Sodexho for their
wonderful participation in this yeai .•>
CBW Halloween Party/Trick or Treating
Festival, which was succesfully held last
Thursday, October 27.
A great time was had by all. The
townhouse residents were both prepared
and enthusiastic- thanks to the dedicated
members of Unite- most especially the r
black representatives.
I don't think anyone will
forget the joyful look on the children's
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The Coalition For a Better World '94-'95

Create Your Own Pizza!

WE
DELIVER!

.J^^^BEST PRICES
*AROUND*
Large Cheese & a Liter of Soda

*

$6.75

z

One Topping & a Liter of Soda

*

$7.25

*

We Could Learn
Between the land and sky, I think a pact
was made,
Outside, the wind feels at ease.
I see foliage bursting with magnificent
shades,
A satisfied society of trees.
Leaves of green and brown, red-orangeyellow tints of gold,
Together dancing in the chill air,
Warmed by the same sun, the same roots
they hold,
Though different in color, they do not care.

look.
Yet, those who aren't like us we shun.
Which leave falls first from the branch
we all shook?
Will the red, orange, or brown be the
one?
This scene's variety, painting nature's
own face,
These hurtful thoughts we must appease.
We're all watered by love — despite
color and race
We could learn a lot from the trees.

We admire the beauty of their mix as we

— Eileen Rock

Two Toppings & a Liter of Soda * $7.75

"Life is a seriess of flashes of stupidity"
-by a senior in response to the question of "why do things happen to me?"
"I'm not a whip-it addict, Boss."
-overheard by sin, re sophomore talking to his friends in Gonzaga
after a hard night at Kelly,
"I like coyotes."
- as they are being trampled, a fellow Green Day fan ,at the show in
Boston, comments on sophomore Erin Murphy's hat.

CALL EXT. 2319
STAG-HER INN
FOOD COURT

Toppings include:
—Pepperoni
-Sausage
--Meatballs
—Mushrooms
—Onions
—Peppers
-Tomatoes

(Q)M(Q)to ©IT the W@@lks

*

WE WILL DELIVER
IN 30 MINUTES OR
YOUR NEXT ORDER
IS FREE

*ASK US ABOUT OUR CALZONESM*
*

*
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The experiences of a British Politics Intern
Kurt Hackbarth
London Correspondent
Forget the semantic differences
between America and Britain ('rubbers'
are boots, 'pants' are underwear, etc.),
forget the fact that they drive on the other
side of the road, forget even that they don't
pronounce their 'r's, and only pronounce
their 'h's on special occasions. Irrelevant.
What Americans will never understand or
get used to, no matter how many of us come
over here, live, and think we fit in, is the
particularly British form of tradition.
The British cling to their tradition
like I clung to my blue blanket when I was
four (until my mother threw it in the garbage
- thanks a lot, Mom). Even when the blanket
has tears and holes in it. Even when it's
been washed so many times you can see
right through it with very little hindrance.
Even, still, when a better blanket has been
made that doesn't smell like the bottom of
a crib. Doesn't matter.
The analogy I draw is to the game
of Twister we used to play when we were
kids (or now - who am I to make a value
judgment on that?). The demands of modern
times require the British to put their right
foot on the blue circle, but tradition binds
their left foot to the yellow circle on the
other side of the mat.
Meanwhile, to stay current in
1994 they have to put their right hand on
the green circle in the middle, but just
because some King did it in 1201 when he
was four, they have to cross over and put
their left hand on the other side. Kind of
makes their society look like a pretzel.
Essentially, it is.
Nowhere is this more blatantly
obvious than in British politics. I have the
good fortune of working in Parliament
three davs a week (for a Labour Member of

Parliament from Wales, actually), and have
the opportunity to see the place first-hand,
"up close and personal" as it were.
Now I'm not saying that a little
bit of tradition isn't a good thing; on the
contrary, it instills some sense of national
heritage and pride and drawsiourists over in
planeloads. It also entertains the hell out of
me up there in the Visitor's Gallery.
Every day Parliament begins at
2:30 (yes, 2:30, allowing every member to
clear his or her head of a hangover before
the session starts) PM. How, you might
ask. With the pounding of a gavel? Ha.
In fact, it begins every day with
the procession of the Speaker of the House
down the Great Hall into her chamber,
dressed to the hilt in the latest in 1640's
black robes. One guy walks ahead of her
with a staff, and another walks behind,
holding the bottom of the Speaker's robes
(Betty Boothroyd is her name, and she is just
as ravishing as the name suggests) so they
don't drag on the floor (and looking just as
thrilled to do the task, I might add), as I
would in the same situation. Response from
a tourist who stood next to me watching the
Procession: "I waited all this time for
that??". Yes, the Ugly American still exists.
It gets better. Parliament officially
opens in November, with the Queen's
procession. The doorman, leading the
procession, knocks on the big wooden doors
of Commons with a staff (the marks are
still there from centuries of doing it).
Usually, since they know the
Queen is standing out there, they open it.
Then she comes in and opens the session by
reading a speech. Oh, but not her speech.
No, it's been written by the Prime Minister
(I mean at least they're honest about it - we
all lived under the big allusion that Reagan
wrote all his own stuff, and Bush and
Clinton for that matter). Whatever it says,

the agenda for the year, goals, she reads it.
If it said, for example, "Wasn't it great
when Yeltsin got cocked hlew off the Irish
Prime Minister?" she'd have to read it.
"I'm not wearing anything under this dress,"
she'd have to read that, too.
Imagine if Fr. Kelley at Freshman
Orientation, instead of rehashing the normal
BS about looking left and right and finding
you future wife, etc., had to read a speech
written by one of us? Or if Chris Pilkerton,
instead of reciting his cheesy analogies,
had to read Mark Fusco's Top Ten List
about the Mailroom at his inauguration?
Oh, the power thaiyut in John Major's
hands.
It gets better. If there is going to
be a vote, they have what is known as the
Division Bell (yes I'm serious, the Division
Bell, though I guess that they probably
thought of the name before Pink Floyd who'd name anything after that album,
anyway?).
If somebody warn - to raise a
point of order during or after the division say they showed up too late to vote, as
happened yesterday, or some Tory put gum
in their hair or something - they have to
wear a black top hat and rise before they
will be acknowledged by the Speaker. And
since there were a lot of points of order
yesterday (a lot of people showed up too
late to vote, and were pissed they didn't get
enough time), I was treated to the sight of
members of one of the oldest deliberating
bodies in the world, mother of our
democracy, throwing a black top hat around
the chamber so they could awkwardly put
it on their heads and be recognized.
If you didn' t know what was going
on, you would think they were playing
'keep-away' from some overdressed
Member. Not to mention that this is far
from hygienic.

VICTIMS OF CRIME
V

683 Vo U S

BEEN RAPED IN ONE YEAR
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get some help rasr.
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EEHMSOUriOBlEa V #

EQUIPMENT PROVIDED FREE!

1-305-537-3617

NO CREDIT REQUIRED

The hottest political issue over
here now is the so-called "cash for questions'
scandal, where certain vested interests
actually paid MP's to ask questions of
Ministers for them in Parliament. Now I'm
no Einstein, but it may not do well, actually
answering questions is certainly no among
them.
So ,why pay to have a question
asked of one? Seems to me like paying the
mailroom three bucks extra for 'Express'
delivery - you know that that letter isn't
even going to see the light of day for a
week.
Anyway, that's my assessment of
things after five weeks in London. If any of
you are planning on studying over here at
some point, let me just leave you with two
basic tips: really look both ways when
crossing a street over here, ...and (as the
Australian Prime Minister found out) don't
even think about touching the Queen.
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Student Environmental
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AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
OF PARIS
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AUPprepares its students
to be a part of an increasingly
global society.
Bachelor degree programs in ten disciplines.
Fully-accredited by Middle States.
Traditional Junior-Year Abroad curriculum.
Special Visiting Programs, which include
study at the Sorbonne and other French
institutions.
Full range of Summer Programs.
Contact our U.S. Office: B.P. 130, 80 E. 11th St.,
Suite 434, New York, NY 10003-6000
Tel. (212) 677-4870 / Fax (212) 475-5205

AUP. The American university in Europe.
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Satisfying piece
of Pumpkin pie
Smashing Pumpkins followup
Siamese Dream
Laura White
Editor-in-Chief

as well as some of the
memories the song brings
back and why he chose to
release it now, instead of
when it was recorded. This
is a rare voyage into
Corgan's psyche, as he
included
personal
memories and random
lyrics and ideas about each
song in with his notes.
My only criticism
of the album is that it seems
disjointed. This is not

Smashing Pumpkins
Pisces Iscariot (EMI)
***l/2(outof4)
Just as Z100 has played
all of the singles from Siamese
Dream to death, the Smashing
Pumpkins have released another
album. This new album only
contains two previously unreleased
songs; the other twelve are B-sides
and outtakes form BBC Peel
sessions.
At the first listen, there is
very little that distinguishes this
album from the thousands of
"alternative" albums vying for
everyone's attention. However,the
more I listened to it, the more I
liked this album. While most of
these songs are B-sides that were
recorded during the recording of
the last album Siamese Dream,
many of these tracks have the
rawness of emotion and layered
guitars that made the Pumpkins'
first album, Gish, so unforgettable.
The first single off of the
album, a cover of Stevie Nicks'
"Landslide," is a departure from
the strong guitars of songs like
"Today." Billy Corgan's voice is
sweet and childlike as he gently
sings along with a single guitar.
This is a sharp contrast to songs
like "Frail and Bedazzled" and
"Pissant," which showcase the
guitar playing of James Iha and the
skill of bass player, D'Arcy. These

songs prove that a song can be both
hypnotically beautiful and fast at
the same time.
The Pumpkins don't shy
away from slow songs either. The
first song on the album, "Sooth,"
and the Iha-written "Blew Away"
are both mellow and relaxing, and
demonstrate singerBilly Corgan's
ability to write complex melodies
while keeping the volume down.
One of the band's most notable
qualities—the ability to start off a
song slowly, and progress into a
loud, harder sound without losing
any of the melody or expression—
is present on this album, in songs
like "Starla," "Plume," and "Girl
Named Sandoz."
Fans of the band will want
to buy this album for the liner notes
alone. Lead singer and songwriter
Billy Corgan has typed up singlespaced notes on each song. He
explains the conditions under
which each song was recorded,
and why he does or doesn't like it,

unusual for a compilation album,
but since Corgan seems to have put
so much effort into the selection of
these songs, on would think he'd
have made them fit together better.
Also, Corgan seems to give himself
too much credit - the liner notes
explain his feelings and insights,
but Corgan seems to forget that
three other people play on these
songs with him. The power of the
band, especially Iha's guitar, is
what makes Corgan's moody,
lilting vocals so easy to listen to.
He seems to forget this in his notes.
Pisces Iscariot is a great
album because it includes songs
that contain all of the styles that the
band has used - songs that reflect
the boundless energy of Gish and
that contain the deceptive
sweetness of Siamese Dream. The
fourteen songs on this album let
listeners hear what the band was
doing, and how it has grown, in the
time that lapsed between the
recordings of those two albums.

Coming to a diner near you
David Godwin
Contributing Writer

Bon Jovi
Cross Road (PolyGram)
***l/2(outof5)
"Once upon a time, not so
long ago..." glam rock ruled the
American rock scene. Groups like
Motley Crue and Poison rolled up
and down the West Coast, while
the East Coast rocked along with
five boys from New Jersey. Of
course, the 80's are over. Hair
spray, leather pants, and fiery
explosions (heh-heh-heh) have
been replaced by grubby hair, blue
jeans, and moshing. But Bon Jovi
refuses to go away.
As Bon Jovi roared across
America on their Slippery When
Wet and New Jersey tours no one
ever accused the band of becoming
too serious or cerebral. Cross Road,
which is basically a greatest hits
album, brings back memories of a
simpler time when the world's
biggest problems were runaway
teens and old-fashioned parents.
The first song, "Livin' on
a Prayer," is a classic Bon Jovi
anthem. Jon belts out some corny
lyrics about two hard luck lovers,
Richie Sambora strums a catchy

riff, and the whole band follows
with the chorus. While Jon and
company put together plenty of
other hit anthems (i.e. "You Give
Love a Bad Name" and "Runaway") they never quite reached
the chart topping success of
"Prayer."
As the album title would
indicate, it seems the band feels it
has reached a turning point in its
career. And, if the two new songs
on Cross Road are any indication,
Bon Jovi's six year vanishing act
(with the brief exception of "Keep
the Faith") from the AOR (album
oriented rock) charts is not likely
to end. Somewhere along the line,
something, possibly a few stray
bullets from Young Guns II,
converted Bon Jovi into a band of
lovesick suburban cowboys.

"Someday I'll Be
Saturday Night" is a toe-tapping
ditty about an average Joe who is
just looking for a break. The subject
is still the same as it ever was but,
as with the majority of Keep the
Faith, the arena-rock grooves have
been replaced by almost country
sounding music. However, when
the cowboy bravado begins to wear
thin the band falls back on the one
thing they consistently pull off—
the love ballad.
"Always," the other new
song off of Cross Road, is a love
ballad in the same tradition as "I'll
Be There For You" and "Bed of
Roses." Although there's nothing
remarkable about this song, it's
probably destined for the top 40
and is sure to make the rounds on
MTVandVHl.
There are really no
surprises on Cross Road, except
the omission of everybody's
favorite prom song "Never Say
Goodbye." However. Bon Jovi
has managed to put together an
excellent collection of hits, coupled
with a few new tunes to keep fans
happy. The band may not rock like
it used to, but at least with Cross
Road they leave their fans the
memories.

The Fairfield Mirror

WVOF's Top Ten
Picks of the Week
WVOF
Contributing Writer
1 Small Factory For If You Cannot Fly This indie rock
trio, hailing from Providence, R.I., creates uplifting pop passages
with the ring and crash of guitars and melody-drenched harmonies.
Each of the band members contribute to the vocals and the female
drummer, Phoebe Summersquash, is just as cool as her name.
2 Velo-Deluxe Superlastic A new project for John Strohm,
drummer of the Lemonheads and co-founder of both the Blake
Babies and Antenna. The debut album revels its own raw, chunky
guitars, feedback, strange noises, and cool harmonized vocals.
3 Eric's Trip Forever Again A new release on the Seattle
based Sub Pop label. The album is different from grunge, however. It
was uniquely recorded at home by the four band members, mixing
half-whispered harmonies with low-fi sounds.
4 Pizzicato Five Made in USA. Tokyo's coolest combo
is taking the world by storm. This full length album, released on the
Matador label, combines disco, 60's soul, exotica, and Japanese pop.
5 Come Don't Ask, Don't Tell This Boston band has been
compared to sounding like death warmed over in a microwave and a
demonic journey. Thalia Zedek, the lead singer, has deep, throaty,
ragged vocals which create harrowing melodies.
6 Stina Nordenstam And She Closed Her Eyes Stina's
album mixes a little-girl sounding voice with airy Vocals and acoustic
guitars to create intense, soothing rhythms,
7 Various Artists Skarmageddon This new Moon records
compilation includes a mixture of 60*s ska, 2-tone, and 90's ska.
Includes many talented ska bands such as Thumper, Spring-heeled
Jack, and J.C. Superska.
8 The Fastbacks Answer the Phone, Dummy The vocals
sound somewhat like the female shrieks^of L-7, yet the Fastbacks
create a mix of punk and pop.
9 Small Chin Music A Chapel Hill, N.C. based band that
mixes their garage-bred punk to form carefully mapped melodies.
Their sound is reminiscent of fellow home-towners, Superchunk.
10 Lisa Germano Geek the Girl She sounds like Liz Phair
on Valium. Slow, haunting melodies echo and blend with unique
background sounds which include hesitating violins and frenzied
voices.

New Releases
Nirvana MTV Unplugged in
New York

Buddy Rich Trubute Burning
For Buddy

The Black Crowes Amorica

Barry Maniiow Singin' With the
Big Bands

Black 47 Home of the Brave
Aerosmith Big Ones

Various Artists Jason's Lyrk
Soundtrack

Megadeth Youthanasia

Blondie The Platinum Collectior

Tom Petty Wildflowers

Various Artists Stolen Moments
Red Hot + Cool

Tom Petty Tribute You Got
Lucky

Black Box returns
Jennifer Delos Santos
Contributing Writer
Club BlackBox! This Saturday. In the Quick. At 10 pm. Yet
another Black Box is just around the corner and it's time for those
kooky signs to come up to confuse and surprise your vision once
more.
"The Angels" a performing group comprised by some
members of the Theater of Fairfield will be show-cased in the Quick
Center lobby several times during the Black Box event. They will be
performing a series of improvs (improvs are improvised acts)
throughout the night.
Also UMOJA will be on the other side of the lobby selling
concessions to those who need something a little stronger than water.
So come to the Black Box this Saturday to experience a new
sound from the old school mixed with the new.
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On Campus

Marsalis and Roberts
impress Quick crowd
Marsalis (Tonight Show), and
Grammy-winning trumpeter
Wynford Marsalis.
A deer bounded across
But Ellis is no slouch on
the path behind the Quick Center his instrument either.
last Saturday night before the Ellis
Performing
solo,
Marsalis and Marcus Roberts jazz Marsalis played a couple of his
concert. Elegant and graceful, the originals to start the show. "I never
creature cleared the cement path play my own music," he says in a
and several small shrubs in one gruff voice. "Tonight I'm going to
breathtaking leap. The deer waited treat myself."
quietly on the other side of the
The audience received a
path, her nose smelling the air. In treat as well. Marsalis' music is
the brush, another deer hid, waiting pretty, featuring rising and falling
to follow its companion in that melodies. His fingers caress the
single beautiful bound.
keys, coaxing rich textures as
Nature's little drama satisfying as a double scoop of ice
provided the perfect prelude for cream on a s welteri ng summer day.
the two master jazz pianists playing
Marsali." contributions
at the Quick. Both artists breathe stretch further than raising gifted
life into the 88 keys of the piano, children. As an educator, he has
producing sounds as graceful and nurtured and influenced a whole
elegant as the pair of deer outside. generation of brilliant young jazz
His educational
Two Steinway piano; sat players.
facing each other on the Quick experiences include the New
stage waiting to be animated. Orleans Center for Creative Arts,
Waiting, like the audience, to be the University of New Orleans,
taught a little something about the and vice-president of the
history and art of jazz piano.
International Association of Jazz
Graying
and Educators.
distinguished, Ellis Marsalis took
As a musician, he plays
the stage first, sitting at the right traditional jazz piano ranging from
piano. Marsalis claims fame as the stride to be-bop.
His
father of saxophonist Branford improvisational skills showed in
Kevin Ridolfi
A&E Editor

his playing of "Caravan" and
"Chapter One" at the Quick.
Marcus Roberts, a young
man who has been blind since he
was four, followed Marsalis on
stage. Dressed in a gray suit with
a colorful vest and dark glasses,
Roberts began his set with
Coltrane's "Up Against the Wall."
Roberts pulls out all the stops,
showing off a lightening fast right
hand and incredible technique. His
change from quick runs to soft
sections mirrored the power and
grace of the deer earlier.
Roberts, who has a new
album in stores entitled Gershwin
for Lovers, continued his set with
Gershwin's "How Long Has This
Been Going On," a tender song
that features Roberts' deft touch
and sense of tone. All three of
Robert's previous releases have
reached number one on Billboard's
Jazz Chart. Ironically, Marcus first
earned attention in the jazz world
when he began playing with
Wynton Marsalis, Ellis' son.
After an intermission,
Marsalis and Roberts took the stage
together for a 45 minute clinic on
improvisation and compatibility.
The duo began with a blistering
combination of two Thelonious

PEER TUTORS
NEEDED
FOR FALL 1994!
Join our team of tutors! The Peer Tutorial Program, located in Dolan 210, offers
students the opportunity to gain experience. If you have a 3.0 overall average &
the ability to obtain a recommendation
from a faculty member, contact Student
Support Services at X2445. We are looking forward to working with you!
Note: Tutors are needed in the following
areas: Math for Liberal Arts, Ecology,
Chemistry of New Nutrition, Introduc- '
tion to Philosophy, Financial Management, Nursing 215, Anatomy and Physiology, Physical Chemistry, Traditional
and Structural Grammar, General Sociology, Inorganic Chemistry, Analysis III,
Finite Math, Accounting I, Human Development, and Calculus.

Monk tunes, which Marsalis
jokingly dubbed "Sorry About That
Monk." They continued their cat
and mouse game through
Gershwin's "A Foggy Day in
London Town" and Turner's
"Passion Dance."
Each duet combined
Roberts' incredible speed and
Marsalis' use of punctuating
dynamics. The songs became

friendly games, with each trying to
out-do the other in their
improvisations. When the last
chords died out, the pair received a
deserved standing ovation from the
Quick Center crowd.
Like the deer, Marcus
Roberts and Ellis Marsalis
disappeared from sight, but leave
behind memories of pure grace
and beauty.

Communication club
sponsers Montel trip
Stacey Mica
Contributing Writer
. Ricki Lake, Jerry Springer, Jenny Jones, Richard Bey and Maury Povich.
These current talk show hosts may have the topics to capture the attention of many
couch potatoes, yet not one of them has the potential to become an Oprah Winfrey or
Phil Donahue.
While surfing the fifty-something TV channels on this campus, I have
discovered one talk show host who may actually possess this potential—Montel
Williams.
Montel Williams has a bit more class than the other talk show hosts
syndicated across America today. His program is not just a forum for people with
problems, it is also a source of information on everything from current events to
debilitating diseases.
Students across campus seem to share my opinion. Claire Wills, a junior,
notes, "Not only are Montel's topics exciting and different, but he's also a snappy
dresser."
If you want to experience a Montel show firsthand, or even if you just want
to see the "Snappy Dresser" in person- it's your lucky day. On Wednesday November
9th the Communication Club will sponsor a trip to the Montel Williams Show.
We're looking for Fairfield Students to join us. This could be your big chance
at seeing your beautiful face on TV.
If interested please call me, Stacey Mica at ext. 7077 for more information.

Great haircuts
Great prices
Now

$20.00 w/ student ID
(reg. $35 and $38)

259-1649
26 Sherman Court
(behind the Fairfield Store)

K FULL SERVICE SALON

profession! manicure $8.00
other special rates on waxing
call for appointments
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Walking and talking with Pavement
Interview

Concert Review

Joanne Hanlon
Staff Writer

Jon Sabol
Contributing Writer

With the help of bouncers, bartenders, and other random employees at the
Roseland in N.Y.C . ' was able to meet the drummer after Pavement's show (the night
before). We exchanged introductions and he agreed politely to a picture, but said no to an
interview claiming it was too hectic (Setting: after-show party in the back bar at Roseland.
West is sitting at the bar by himself. There are about 30 or so V.I.P s mingling about,
including Thurston Moore from Sonic Youth and Dave Grohl from Nirvana West
suggested a phone interview instead. Although I was convinced he was humoring me (and
politely requesting that I leave him alone), I still wrote down :\y number and we set up a
time-6:30 p.m. the next day. I thanked him and said "Bye" West replied "O.K. I'll talk to
you tomorrow!"
6:30 came and went with no phone call. It was ten to seven and I had just about
come to accept that he really wasn't calling, that it was all a cruel joke, that I was really a
naive idealist and not the realist I prided myself on being- when the phone rang:
JH: Why are you still on such a small label (Matador) and not on a major label?
SW: Even though your parents might not be rich you still wouldn't give them up for some
rich guy who wants to adopt you. In the world of high power music business, you can't
really trust anyone, but we've found people who aren't like that. They're good people at
Matador. One day we will be ready and Matador will be ready, but for now we have a good,
mutual relationship. We have a lot more control over what we play this way and we're not
ready to give that up. But if you won'tplay the Big-Wig games, you won't make the BigWig bucks...We're making a living off of it, but no one is getting super rich. We sold a lot
of records, but nothing compared to Green Day or Smashing Pumpkins. We could be
making a lot more [money] but we'd have to give up a lot.

Steve West, drummer for Pavement

photo: J. Hanlon

What do you think about the music industry and its promotion of the so-called
"Alternative" market?
It's nice that groups like us are starting to be given the attention and financial backing so
they can make a living playing music.
And the Alternative Thing?
They give labels to everything. There shouldn't be R&B or Alternative, it should just be
good and bad music. There really is no Alternative music anyway.
How would you describe Pavement's sound?
Good old rock with a little thinking to it. We sound like The Ramones-no that sounds
cheesey- we write pop songs with a little more to it. We have references to rock, rap, jazz
and blues.

It is October 15, and we are riding Metro North towards N.Y.C. to see Pavement,
our favorite college rock bank. There are plenty of kids milling around, but most are not
like us. Dressed in Birkenstocks and jeans, tie-dies and flannels, and white baseball caps
turned backwards, these fans are headed to Madison Square Garden to The Grateful
Dead.
"Dude," they drawl, "do you have an extri' ,;cket?"
"No," we say smugly, "we're going to see '' veinent."
"What's Pavement?" they ask, blinking dumbly.
"Nothing," we groan with self-rightous contempt. We don't answer because we
are bored, angst-ridden, and cringe if your clothes are not bought second hand. We smell
like teen spirit, and these Deadheads, well they just smell.
It is hours before the show when we leave the train, so we go down to the Garden
for the laugh. Molly Wee and all the other Irish pubs for blocks around are draped with
banners: "Welcome Deadheads!"
"What's the world coming to?" one of us laments. "Doesn't anyone care about
us indie-rockers."
"Peace and love man, peace and love," we mock, watching the hackey sacks
orbit, and the peace pipes circle.
Roaming about sometime later, my inward-turned, philosophical friend says to
me: "Don't you see the irony in all this? We constantly stereotype people for mending
themselves to a tired style, criticize them for never venturing outside their sheltered little
worlds, when we're no different. We're just snobs being trendy in our corduroys and
Chucks. Our mind set is as exclusionary as theirs."
"But don't get me wrong," she qualifies. "I'm not going to stop. It is such an
amusing habit, no?"
Finally we arrive at Roseland, former ballroom and recent haven for quality
shows. David Kilgore and Guided By Voices have already played and we wait. When
Pavement shuffle on stage, the message they compel us to hear over the noisy swirling
distortion of their art guitars is similar in meaning to what my inward, philosophical
friend has just expressed.
Five to the stage, Pavement snubs the music scene for a little over an hour, taking
shots at rock videos, Stone Temple Pilots, their fans and themselves. The crowd, packed
into the gymnasium-sized floor, cheer and shuffle for a good view, bop their heads and
send the occasional body through the air. At times the fans appear more energetic than
the band, whose position and posture remain essentially unchanged throughout.
Mixing revelation and humor, Pavement perform within the slightly distorted
musical atmosphere they intentionally create. During "Conduit For Sale", the desperation
of "I'm trying, I'm trying" is not only in the repetition of the words but the jagged tint
of their voices. "F**k/fight this generation" Pavement shout during another number,
resonating anger and confusion as they see-saw their intentions.
The highlight of the night is "Range Life". "Out on tour, with The Smashing
Pumpkins nature kids, I/they don't have no function, I don't understand what we mean,
and I could really give a f**k." The subtle lyrical shift that turns this jibe away from the
Smashing Pumpkins and back on themselves is intriguing. Aren't they appealing to us
not to take them, or ourselves, too seriously?
So goes my interpretation, but many a writer has wallowed in the spot-light melt
sludge of Pavement misinterpretation, and possibly I'm wrong. But this is the feeling I
take away with me from the show. Sure I still feel nauseous when I hear the Dead, and
feel slightly faint at the sight of the Gap. But amazed to see the greasy-haired, blanket
wielding bum we thought was a street person in N.Y.C. get off the train with us at
Fairfield, I check myself. Don't be so judgmental, I think, remembering what my parents
had told me earlier that evening.
"Don't forget to bring your I.D." they said, spouting fountains of wisdom. "No
matter how well you dress, you can never be sure what someone will make of your
appearance."

So who/what would your influences be?
Everything-Grant Green, Sly and the Family Stone, Isaac Hayes, Patsy Cline, Roy
Orbison...

FAIRFIELD

FRIDAY,
NOV. 4,
8 PM

Any other new bands you like?
I like 3DV'hey're from New Zealand, Stereolab, Dirty Three from Australia, Assponys,
Polvo, they're from North Carolina like Superchunk.

STUDENTS
AND
STAFF
HALF
PRICE

The Best Piano Trio Performing Today

When/Where/How are your best songs written?
Anywhere and everywhere, its never an exercised practice. Sometimes we'll get a bottle
of bourbon, hang out in the living room and make up some songs. We record it and see what
comes out of it- a lot of the time (Scott &Stephen) forget them and you have to remind them
about what songs were OK.

Qhzza <cr? J-'a Cattz. i.

fife. PLNflFORE
SUNDAY, *
NOV. 6,
3 PM

What do you do when you're not recording?

I'm working on this cabin in the mountains of Virginia. It's on my parents' property. It's
in dire need of repair. I'll also do some painting, some reading, and spend time with my
family.
Has your family been supported of your music?
No. They were never supportive until they saw us on the Jay Leno Show, then they did a
180 [changing their minds].
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Quick happenings
Jennifer Panaro
Staff Writer
Although November seems to be a
}uiet month for the Quick Center, it still
nanages to offer the highest of quality
3erformances.
On Sunday Nov. 6th at 3 pm the
3uick Center proudly welcomes the
autstanding Gilbert and Sullivan Company
jack to Fairfield. Opera a La Cart will present
'The HMS Pinafore." This Opera is a comic
:ale of love and adventure unfolding on an
English warship. With authentic style,
Dutstanding caliber artists tnd high
Droduction standards Opera a La Carte's
'HMS Pinafore" will surely be a success.
This is a silver anniversary performance for
;he Gilbert and Sullivan Company so don't
niss the performance. Tickets are $25, $22,
SI9 (discounts are available.)
The Chamber Music Society of

Lincoln Center is coming to the Quick Center
on November 12 at 8 pm their music literature
spans from a repertoire of three centuries.
Nowhere else will you find such a wealth of
offerings and a fascinating mix of works and
instrumental combinations. Individual ticket
price is $25.
C.S. Lewis' renowned story of four
school children who are transported to the
land of Narnia will be performed as a
Theatreworks musical at the Quick Center.
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe
appeals to children of all ages. A wondrous
tale of Magic Kingdoms, heroic lions, and
evil snow queens will be presented one day
only at the Quick Center, Sunday Nov. 27th
at 1 pm and 3 pm. Students, this is a marvelous
opportunity to invite the siblings from home
and view the performance! Tickets are $8
for adults and $6 for children.
For more information contact the
Quick Center Box Office at 254-4010.

Blue Man Group
worth the expense
ornate; multi-colored tubes jut out in every
direction. The Astor Place Theater is small
and intimate, and the audience members
Tired of the Fairfield scene? Atrip soon discover that the seating area is simply
to New York City's theater district is just an extension of the stage. Audience
what your spirit needs. A casual glance at participation is a prerequisite. Don't worry
the Broadway Circuit may not seem to if you are shy, it is impossible not to get
promising at first. The cannon of Les caught up in the sheer energy of the show.
Miserables, Phantom of the Opera, and Miss On several occasions, audience members
Saigon are all outstanding shows, but each are picked to come on stage and unwittingly
of these shows have been running for quite become the focal point of the performance.
some time. As for Cats, the landmark musical The first time I saw Tubes a friend mine was
has been in a state of serious decline, which picked out of the audience. The scene that
is to be expected. I was playing with a rubix ensued (which featured the Blue Men
cube when Cats debuted at the Winter fawning over her and a regurgitated Twinke
oozing out of her chest) was the funniest
Garden Theater.
Yet there is more to the Theater thing I have ever seen on stage.
Even with all of this clowning
district than just the big name Broadway
productions. Off-Broadway offers a number around, there are a couple of discernible
of daring, imaginative shows. Blue Man themes behind behind the performance. The
Group Tubes is an example of an Off- first is the continual bombardment of useless
Broadway show that has attained a much information that characterizes the age that
deserved cult following. Tubes is the creation we live in. Information overload is certainly
of Matt Goldman, Phil Stanton, and Chris a theme that resonates in the lives of most
Wink, three formally struggling musicians college students. The second is the frivolous
who sought a different medium for their nature of what is considered modern art.
music. In the process, the trio created a Blue Man Group pokes fun at the drip
hilarious, carnival like spectacle that leaves paintings of Jackson Pollack. At another
audiences enthralled night after night. The point in the show,one of the performi > >pi;:.
magic behind the show lies in the fact that chewing gum on a canvass and hois • > :gn
three individuals, costumed completely in over it: $4,000. Tubes is a spoof at art that
blue paint, can make an audience laugh has lost its artistic value.
continuously for two hours without speaking
Tickets to Tubes are a hot item; I
a single word.
suggest calling the Astor Place Theater box
Tubes is influenced heavily by the office at least a week in advance for Friday
musical backgrounds of the performers. and Saturday night performances.
They are unconventional and unbelievable Unfortunately, Off-Broadway does not mean
at producing engaging, upbeat music. The off price. Prices range from $45 to $60 a seat
Blue Men play musical tubes with the soles for the best seats on weekend nights.
of their shoes. At one point, one of the Blue However, prices are lower during the week
Men launch into one of the most creative and half price tickets can usually be
percussions solos ever. Instead of playing a purchased at the Times Square box office at
drum, he eats Captain Crunch rhythmically noon the day of the show. So, spend a day
in the village and seeTubes that evening.
out of a box in front of a microphone.
The set of Tubes is decorative and
James L. Iannone
Staff Writer

Grants available from $10,000.00 to S200,000.00
Any purpose. Easy to qualify.
For application package, mail $10.00 to

J#

JRI Enterprises, Inc.

3203-8 Lee Blvd.
Uhigh Acres. Florida 33971
Tel (RH)369-0505

Rff(8.130GM333

This is not a "will find you financing" ad.

Theatre Fairfield
premiere a success
Robert Gallo
Assistant A&E Editor
This weekend I went to see
Theatre Fan-field's First performance of the
season; an adaptation of Vaclav Havel's
play Largo Desolato. The performance
was not only impressive, but very different
from anything I had ever seen before. The
play contained a great deal of symbolism,
which kept you thinking throughout the
play and was open to a number of
interpretations.
The play focuses on the life of
Professor Leopold Nettles, an intellectual
whose works are criticized by the
totalitarian state. Leopold is driven to the
verge of insanity as he is faced with the
tremendous stress of government
persecution. However, Leopold is not the
idealized victim that we see in other works.
Instead, Havel skillfully depicts a man that
is not only a "tortured" victim, but also a
man who is willing to use his "fame" to his
personal advantage. This other side of
Leopold is brought out in his seduction of
two younger women who appear in awe of
his fame.
The other characters in the play
all serve as a supporting cast, and their
purpose is to shed light on the character of
Leopold. Each new character that enters
the stage provides a little bit more
information about both Leopold's life and
his situation with the government. These
characters include; his estranged wife
Suzana whom he lives with but has a
turbulent relationship; Lucy, his lover; and
Sidneys, a paper mill worker with a split
personality.
Director Ben Halm, also of the
English Department, makes skillful use of
the set and makeup to get Havel's message
across to the audience. Except for Leopold,
all of the characters are dressed in either
black or white with makeup on their face
that gives them the look of death. This is
also carried over to the set which is an
elaborate design but uses only black and

white colors for Leopold and Suzana's
flat. Above the set is a design of an owl
surrounded by successive black and white
squares. This may be viewed in context
with Leopold as the owl who represents
the victim surrounded by the black and
white squares which serve as both the
events and people trapping him in the
center as well as a bullseye of persecution
for the government.
The acting is superb with Stephen
Scarpa (Leopold) performing a difficult
role with tremendous emotion that allows
the audience to understand some of the
more difficult symbols of the play. January
Merola (Lucy) also performs a very
emotional role with relative ease as she is
struggling to get the emotionally distant
Leopold to move closer to her. Matthew
Rashid (Sidney) also deserves a great deal
of credit for his ability to act out two
different personalities. Brian Lockhart,
Suzanne Rydz, Luke Wrobel, Kevin
Ahem, Jennifer Manzo and Wendy Popeck
also perform their roles with tremendous
emotion andconviction. The cast's ability
to deliver the symbolism in an
.understandable way to the the audience
was its main attribute. I, for one, would
have been utterly confused with some
aspects of the play had the acting not been
as good.
While Largo Desolato has
finished its run, Theatre Fairfield has only
just begun its 1994-95 season. Upcoming
events includeStartingHere,StartingNow
Dec. 7-11 in the PepsiCo Theatre;
Shakespeare' s Twelfth Night March 1 -5 in
the Quick Center; and Premieres '95, the
fifth annual play writing festival, April 21 23 and 26-28 in the PepsiCo Theatre. So
even if you missed this performance you
have a couple of more chances to see a
talented theatre company at work, right
here on campus. Largo Desolato opened
my eyes to a whole different perspective,
so maybe the next Theatre Fairfield
production could do the same for you, if
you give it a try.
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Stags frustrating season conies to an end
Robbie Meisch
Staff Writer

The Fairfield men's soccer
team played their last home game of
the season last Sunday and lost 5-1 to
the University of Richmond. The Stags
played without head coach Dejan
Cokic who was serving a one game
MAAC imposed suspension for pulling
the team off the field with 5:54
remaining in a 5-2 loss at Siena on
October 12th.
Fairfield (4-13, 3-4 in
MAAC) had some early chances to
score but their defense seemed to
break down after sweeper Jason
Harman left the game after hitting his
head on the goalpost during a scramble
in front of the net. Richmond (11-6)
proceeded the first three on breakaways
and the fourth on a left-footed shot
from 18 yards away.
"We had the ball down in
their end and were threatening but
when Jason got hurt it killed us because
the breakaway goals were a result of
miscommunication," assistant coach
Joel Becker said. "Their first two goals
were way too simple and it went
downhill from there."
The Stags lone goal cane it
the 65:19 minute mark by Craig
Lennon. Richmond added a laie goal
for the 5-1 victory. For the game,
Richmond outshot the Stags 10 to four
and held a five to two advantage in
corner kicks.
Due to a knee injury suffered
in practice last Thursday by goalkeeper
Tony Novello, freshman Charles
Heaney made his first start in goal for
the Stags and made the first five saves
of his Fairfield career.
"Charles made a couple of
good saves but his inexperience hurt
him on the breakaways where Novello
might have been able to keep us in the
game," said Becker." He put out a full
effort and played to the best of his
ability and that is all we expected."
Through 17 games, the Stags'

Senior Chris Russo fights for the ball as he closes out his career at Fairfield.

leading scorer is Xavier Egurbide with
11 points (5 goals, 1 assist) followed by
Jason Harman with nine points (2 goals,
5 assists), Menderes Bajrami (3 goals,
2 assists) and Shawn Mahdhey (3 goals,
2 assists) with eight points and Tim
O'Connor (3 goals, 1 assist) with seven
points.
In overall goaltending,
Novello has made 103 saves and has a
GAA of 4.00. In seven MAAC games,
Novello had 37 saves and a GAA of
3.75.
The Stags' last game was of
Tuesday
\delphi (after press time )
as a frusti ng season came to an end.
"This season was a case of a
lot of expectation that wasn't met and
there was a lot of unfulfilled potential,"
Becker said. "The players need to be
dedicated to what they are doing —
there wasn't enough desire and heart in
their play."
Becker also felt the team
panicked throughout the year when
they got down a couple of goals early:

enough to be able to handle the
steam and heat."
Hanson and Canuso then
joined up to face an extremely
skilled doubles team from Colgate
University. In what was a very
competitive match, the Fairfield
duo was outlasted 7-5, 7-6.
"Maureen and Amy played very
well at times," Giachino said.
"However, you can play excellent
tennis for 90 percent of the match
and poorly for 10 percent of the
match and lose."
By staying back when
they should have been up at the
net, Hanson and Canuso lost a
couple of key points which may
have caused the match to slip away.
The hard fought defeat against
some of the best competition in
the East proves that these two Lady
Stags have the potential to be an
extraordinarily talented doubles
team.
With the fall season
completed, the Fairfield women's
tennis team will now prepare for
what Giachino classifies as "the

sophomore Xavier Egurbide, Becker
hopes that this core will set examples
for this year's freshn « n who will have
a year's experience to huild on.
"The younger players have a
stronger desire to win," Becker said,
who cited freshman Craig Lennon and
Jim Miller as examples. "A lot of the
seniors resented the fact that the
freshmen came in playing just as well
as them."
As for the MAAC, Becker
feels that the Stags will be able to
challenge for the top but the real focus
is on perennial MAAC champ Loyola.
"The MAAC is basically a
weak conference for soccer and the
question really is whether you can beat
or tie Loyola," Becker said. "Coming
in second is an accomplishment, but
only to an extent."
Overall, Becker feels next
year's team will be able to raise their
level of play: "Next year we should be
able to compete more with the wellknown teams in our region and with
Loyola and the rest of the MAAC."

RED & WHITE
SCRIMMAGES

Lady Stags have learning experience
(Continued frompage 18)

"If you have eleven players on the
field, you shouldn't lose more than 40 because you can just fall back on
defense," said Becker referring to
recent losses to B. U. and Loyola by
scores of 8-0 and 7-0. "We would lose
composure and just give up and selfdestruct when we were down instead
of seeing what we could do. We didn't
have players who could settle the team
down and regain composure."
The Stags will lose six seniors
(Darin Rotoli, Shawn Mahoney. Tim
O'Connor, Menderes Bajram Chris
Russo, and Craig Catanzaro) from this
year's squad and Becker envisions a
much different team for the 1995
season.
"There will be a major
attitude change form this year to next,"
Becker said. "Hopefully the problems
of the last two years going back to the
spring of 1993 won't resurface next
year."
With juniors Ralph Cerulo
and Jason Harman returning along with

photo: Sports Information

strongest spring schedule in the
historyoftb I liversity." The threetime defending MAAC champions
will travel toCaliforniaduring spring
break to face Long Beach State
University, Point LomaCollege and
Claremont College. These teams
are among the best in southern
California. Matches against the
University of Massachusetts and
Pace University are also slated for
the spring months. "All of these
teams are on the level that we need
to compete against," Giachino said.
Many of the teams from the fall
schedule did not measure up to the
quality of competition that Coach
Giachino would have liked to see
his squad play.
The spring season could
be the stepping stone that the Lady
Stags need to break into the rankings
of the Eastern Region of Division I
tennis. "We do not need to beat all
of these teams," Giachino said. "We
must beat some of them and play the
rest close in order to inch into the
rankings."

Tuesday, November 8.
Stags and Lady Stags Basketball
Lady Stags: 6:30
Stags: 8:00
ALUMNI HALL
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Club crew gets
season underway

Cross Country sees both sides
Ian MacNeill
StaffWrite r
The MAAC championships
left the Fairfield Cross Country team
with feelings of ambivalence last
weekend. The men's and women's
teams finished at different ends of the
spectrum in terms of their goals.
The Stags finished sixth out of
eight teams. The men went into the
meet with hopes of coming in third
after last years fifth place finish, just
two points out of third. Due to various
factors, such as injuries to some runners
and over exertion by others, the team
fell short, despite gutsy running by all.
Individually for Fairfield, Sean
Cahill finished first for the team and
18th overall in 28:52. He was followed
by Ronan Ryan, who finished 20th in
28:56 and Ian MacNeill (21 st in 28:58).
Also scoring for the team were Damon
Daulerio and Mark Fitzpatrick.

The Lady Stags finished in
fifth place out of the eight teams, which
is as good as they have ever run. The
women were not sure what to expect at
the beginning of the year, with the loss
of a few key runners and a lack of
depth. They pulled out a strong finish
with great running efforts by all. Fran
Arthurs came in third, matching last
year's finish. She also made first team
All-MAAC, running the course in
20:09. Next for Fairfield were
Bernadette Sanchez (20th), Eileen
Immer (34th) and Noreen Fewer (36th).
With
the
MAAC
championships behind them, both
teams are focusing on the last meet of
the season, which is the regional NCAA
qualifying meet that will be run on
November 13 at Franklin Park in
Massachusetts.

Isnft it time you joined Fairfield
University's exclusive 200 Club for the
upcoming basketball season? Look for
more information or contact the FUSA
Office at ext. 3878.
Intramural Update
Dan Martin
Sports Editor
The fall intramural season is
coming to an end and two champions
have already been crowned.
Unfortunately, the Super Bowl of
Fairfield, scheduled for this past Sunday
was postponed and will be played on
Thursday.
In outdoor soccer, the Doctors
of Dribble beat Bud-A-Boom in the
finals, 1 -0. The goal was scored on a
controversial penalty kick awarded
early in the first half. In the semifinals,
the Doctors defeated Regis I, while
Bud-A-Boom crushed the Beast, 4-1.

In women's flag football,
Pishgoose Groose beat the Bullmooses
to successfully defend their title. The
road to the finals was not as easy for
Pishgoose as I had predicted. The
Fighting Irish kept it close, falling 126 behind a valiant effort by captain
Suzanne O'Brien. But it wasn't enough
to overcome the experience of the
champions.
The finals are set for Thursday
for the men's final. We Might Be
Giants will battle the Rogue Warriors.
We Might Be Gaints sent the Jersey
Boys packing in the semis and Team
Tugis fell to the Warriors to set up the
eagerly anticipated contest.
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Jen Sharp
Jen Stojak

Contributing Writers

The club sport crew is once
again on the rise. Starting in early
September, the team gathered to begin
the fall season. With the start of the
ritual 5:30 a.m. practices, the athletes
were on their way to a strong season.
The team had its first race after
just a few weeks on the water, the Head
of the Connecticut. The race was held in
Middletown, Connecticut. Traveling at
their own expense, the rowers competed
in their toughest fall regatta. It was
5600 meters, or a grueling three and a
half miles. Both the men and women
raced and made a solid showing. The
men's open four placed fourteenth out
of twenty-eight and the women's
intermediate eight placed forty-fourth
out of fifty-one. Their times were 26.49
minutes and 30.06 minutes, repectively.
Overall, they were pleased with their
results.
As the season progressed, the
varsity grew stronger and the novice
team developed substantially. The new
members dedicated themselves to the
tough morning practices and survived
the difficult trials of a club sport. They
worked diligently and had their first
scrimmage on Saturday, October 29,
against Sacred Heart University. The
experience gave them a taste of what
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Fairfield competes against world's best
Michele Flynn
Eileen Rock
Liz Carley
Berkely Stwan
Contributing Writers
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Code: Hut Or apply in person to your local Pizza Hut
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was to come in the sport of rowing.
To celebrate the successful
start of the 1994-95 season, the team
held a barbecue at the boathouse for
the team and their families on Parent's
Weekend. It was time to share the
stories of the season thus far and even
give the parents a chance to row. A
few brave parents tried their hand at
rowing. As one set of rowing parents
said, "Crew is definitely for somebody
under 50 yeas old." Mrs. O'Donnel
secondH'. &r husband's statements and
said. ' e two happiest moments of
-my life were getting into the boat and
getting the heck out!" The weekend
was definitely a success.
The rowers embark on the
last water races of the fall season this
month. On the 12th, the club goes to
the New York Athletic Club at Pelham
Bay, New York. Then, the very next
day, the team heads to Storrs,
Connecticut to scrimmage UConn. The
last regatta, on the 20th, will take place
at their boathouse in Westport. They
are looking forward to the competition
and hoping for strong showings.
The season has not been an
easy one, but both the team members, as well as their race times have stayed
strong. One of the club co-presidents,
Carson Coyle said, "It's great to lead a
team with such dedication. Although
we're in tough times financially, I
believe that the club will continue to
succeed."

WRITE FOR SPORTS
No experience necessary.
Heck, you don't
even need to know
how to read.
—

The 30th annual Head of The
Charles Regatta was held on October
23 in Boston, Massachusetts. Unlike
previous years, four Fairfield women
rowers were able not only to be
spectators but participants as well. The
race is a 3.1 mile course, surrounded
by over half a million spectators, and
is one of the most populated rowing
events worldwide. The competition of
this race, which includes several world
champion boats, is so steep that three
boats will try to make a move on each
other through bridges that only fit two.
The four women, Michele Flynn, Liz
Carley, Berkely Stwan and Eileen
Rock, teamed up with four Saugatuck
women rowers to compete in the club
eights division.
The start of the race was quite
chaotic with 50 boats trying to fight
the current while starting only 15
seconds apart from each other. As

15

nervousness turned into anxiety, we
started the race with great strength.
This racecourse was so different from
any other we have ever competed on.
It consisted of six bridges and many
winding, narrow turns. This is one of
the reasons why the coxswain's role
is crucial to a boats safety and success.
When we finally finished the long
and hard race with pain and
determination on our faces we
realized that all of those 5 a.m.
practices and strenuous workouts
really paid off.
As we followed the boats
back to the loading docks, we felt a
great sense of accomplishment. It
was an incredible feeling knowing
that there were people from all over
the world cheering for every boat out
there, including us. We were also
very thankful and happy that it was
finally over, because a race like this
one is very demanding on the body.
Overall, it was a wonderful
and exciting day for the four of us and
our team, and we look forward to our
future races including The Head of
the Charles 1995.
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Lady Stags win two before MAACs

Ready to repeat
Dan Martin
Sports Editor

The Lady Stags beat Holy Cross and Seton Hall before losing to Lehigh 4-1 to finish their regular season.
David Russo
Staff Writer
With their conference
schedule complete, Fairfield's
women's soccer team entered this
past week with three tough nonconference games remaining. Last
Tuesday the Lady Stags closed out
their home schedule with an
important 2-1 victory versus Holy
Cross. On Saturday, they traveled
to Seton Hall and walked away
with a dramatic 2-1 overtime win.
The team then finished its regular
season at Lehigh this past Tuesday.
In the home finale, Kelli
Hurley assisted on both goals in
the 2-1 triumph. Hurley found
Kara Burmaster inside the box on
a corner kick play during the 33rd
minute for the first goal.
Less than seven minutes
later, however, Holy Cross was
able to capitalize on a defensive
lapse by the Lady Stags just inside
the box to tie the game at 1 -1. The
first half featured end to end action,
with each team forcing the other's

goaltender to be at the top of her
game. For the half, Fairfield
outshot the Crusaders 11-5.
With the score still tied
late in the game, Hurley connected
with Sharon Beaudette on another
corner kick to give the Lady Stags
a 2-1 lead with less than three
minutes to play. Fairfield preserved
the lead for their eleventh win of
the season.
The team then looked to
gain more momentum against
Seton Hall. In the first half, the
Lady Pirates' defense frustrated
Fairfield. Time and time again
they turned away the scoring
chances the Lady Stags created.
Finally, late in the half, Julie Webb
took a Burmaster pass and beat the
Seton Hall goaltender.
The
Lady
Stags
dominated the half, outshooting
Seton Hall 16-1.
Early in the second half,
Seton Hall scored on their first
shot. "In the past, we may have
gotten frustrated and lost our

composure after dominating a team
and only being tied," head coach
Dave Tanner said.
This team refused to let it
bother them, as they' continued to
keep pressure on the Lady Pirates,
though they could not score.
The game was sent to
overtime, where Hurley scored
early in the session. The squad
outshot Seton Hall 26-5 en route to
its twelfth victory of the year.
Goalie Christen Veach made three
saves in the win.
"This was a solid week
for us, we played well in two wins,"
Tanner said. "We now must be
mentally ready to play Canisius
and I believe we are ready."
After Tuesday's game at
Lehigh, the Lady Stags will begin
to focus on Saturday's opening
tournament versus Canisius. With
no significant injuries, the team
looks ready to defend their MAAC
title and if they play at the top of
their game they will repeat as
champions.

Season ends in disappointment for
women's tennis
Rick Thomson
Staff Writer
"We could have done
better," Coach Jim Giachino said
several days after freshman
Maureen Canuso and sophomore
Amy Hanson suffered first round
defeats at the Rolex National
Indoor Qualifier at the University
of Pennsylvania, "But it was not a
total disappointment."
Hanson dropped her
singles match 6-3, 6-1 against a
very talented opponent from James
Madison University. "Amy did
not lose because she was
outplayed," Giachino said, "but she
was intimidated by the moment."
Hanson stepped onto center court
at the University of Pennsylvania
with the best women's tennis
■players in the East looking on.
"That type of setting can
be intimidating if you are not
experienced," Giachino said. "You
must be in the pressure cookei
Maureen Canuso gained experience despite first round loss.
photo: Tennis Dept.
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The small campus of Loyola College in Baltimore remains
quiet and peaceful, but there is a tangible presence of tension
hanging in the air. What could cause this eerie, overbearing fog to
creep over a school? The women's soccer MAAC championships.
The tournament is being held at Loyola this coming
weekend and already the feeling of impendingdoom is unmistakable.
Why is there such a sense? Two Saturdays ago, the Greyhounds
dealt the Lady Stags their first regular season MAAC defeat in 15
games. Although it may have seemed like a success for Loyola at
the time, all the game really succeeded in doing was that it woke up
a sleeping giant.
According to Fairfield's first-year head coach Dave Tanner,
the loss was simply an effect of the intense emotion that Loyola
played with, an intensity that the Lady Stags could not match.
"What they had was a tremendous amount of pent up frustration and
animosity," Tanner said. Since both teams entered the conference
three years ago, they have proven themselves to be the class of the
league. Fairfield, without the slip two weeks ago, would be clearly
above the rest of the field.
That difference in emotional output will not be nearly as
great this weekend. After the Lady Stags beat Canisius, as they
should handily, they will face either Loyola or St. Peter's.
The matchup between Fairfield and Loyola is not written
in stone. St. Peter's gaveLoyola its only loss in the MAAC this year,
so a Greyhound win is not automatic. But that game was early in
the season and according to my sources in the Loyola program, the
Greyhounds played a terrible game and have improved steadily as
the year has progressed. Their players have recovered from
internal problems and are looking forward to dethrone the Lady
Stags as MAAC champs. Despite her words, the source did not
sound terribly confident in her proclamations.
The Lady Stags came into the season as the favorites in
two soccer publications and have done a very respectable job
playing up to those expectations. They have put together a 12-42 record, including a solid 6-3-2 outside of the conference. Tanner
is been pleased with where the program is headed.
"We're looking to improve our schedule again next year,"
Tanner said. He wants to become competitive regionally and the
team appears to be on its way to doing that.
How the team does so well against even other competition
in the MAAC is impressive. When you see the burnt out, dustcovered fields that the team is forced to practice on, you have to
wonder how everyone doesn't break their legs each time they play
on them. Tanner is "hopeful" that the administration will follow
through on its talk of improving facilities. Well, I suppose that it's
important for us to have our little dreams. So while we're at it, I'm
"hopeful" that I will one day pitch in the World Series for the
Yankees. I think both of those little dreams have about an equal
chance of coming true. But instead of complaining about the
situation, Tanner uses the problem as anotherchallenge to overcome
in building a successful program. So far, that is what has happened.
That brings about what might be an obstacle to the Lady
Stags repeating as MAAC champs. The field at Loyola is artificial
turf, which creates an entirely different game than on grass.
Fortunately, the team just played on that field during the loss to
Loyola, as well as Iona's turf only days before.
The Lady Stags have not let anyone down since they began
playing and I see no reason why they should start now. The team
is mentally and physically ready. If anyone has an emotional edge,
it is Fairfield and I think I am to thank for that. Several players have
verbally accosted me in recent days because of an apparent negative
slant to their headlines and they don't want to give me a chance to
do that again. And they won't. Canisius will prove no match for
Fairfield and Loyola will undoubtedly let down after its big win and
lose in a 5-1 blowout.

Intramural finals; men's soccer
comes to an end
"
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Men's hoops preview; women's soccer
MAAC results
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